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OPEN ON:

Love. 

The faded, sepia-toned WEDDING PHOTO of JAKE & ROSIE BROOKS. 
Both are 26, in their respective military uniforms (JAKE the 
U.S.A.F., ROSIE the British S.I.S.).

Unlike most wedding photos, JAKE & ROSIE look at each other, 
their smiles sincere and goofy, radiating a sense of 
happiness. 

This it what pure, unrequited love looks like.

PRE–LAP: A SHRILL ALARM CLOCK BLARES, vibrates the glass of 
the PHOTO FRAME. 

INT. BEDROOM, BROOK'S RESIDENCE – DAWN

A wrinkled HAND silences the ALARM CLOCK –- an honest to God 
wind-up contraption -– by the WEDDING PHOTO. 

ROSIE BROOKS (96) -- An english rose with a cheekiness to her 
smiling eyes -- slides into her SLIPPERS, stretches and 
stands ... Places in her DENTURES. 

She cues up a RECORD PLAYER in the corner of the room. 

JAKE BROOKS (96) -- Favorite phrases include "Get off my 
lawn!" "They don't make 'em like they used to!" and "I think 
I have the exact change... –- slides into his SLIPPERS.

ROSIE
What kind of day will it be?

JAKE
Hw bout sum Illson Hickot?

ROSIE
Excuse me?

JAKE
Illson. Hickot!

ROSIE
Put your teeth in.

JAKE remembers his DENTURES. Slides them in. Smiles. 

JAKE
I said --
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ROSIE grins, places down a VINYL: WILSON PICKETT'S "LAND OF 
1000 DANCES". 

ROSIE
A one, two, three. 

JAKE
A one, two, three.

MONTAGE AS:

INT. KITCHEN, BROOK'S RESIDENCE - DAY

JAKE & ROSIE start their day ... A well-oiled routine at this 
point ... VITAMINS laid out ... A breakfast of OATS and EGGS. 

ROSIE ties JAKE'S tie ... JAKE helps ROSIE into her SHOES. 

They run LINT ROLLERS over each other's shoulders. 

LATER

Anxious, JAKE wrings his hands ... Glances through a window 
as a CAB pulls up out-front. 

ROSIE'S ecstatic, it's finally happening!

JAKE dons his DETROIT TIGERS BASEBALL CAL, picks up TWO 
LEATHER SUITCASES

ROSIE loops her arm through his ... Adventure awaits.

EXT. STREET, THE GARDEN - DAY

The CAB idles by the homely GARDEN SUPPLY STORE; THE GARDEN. 
ROSES, PEONIES and HYDRANGEAS, MULCH and SHOVELS. JAKE'S 
pride and joy; his store.

AARON CAMPOS (23) -- the Energizer bunny in human form with a 
permanent case of bed hair -- listens as JAKE prattles on 
about the watering schedules for the plants ... AARON knows 
all this –- he's their main man, their Jonny on the spot –- 
but still listens attentively. 

JAKE hands over the KEY to the NURSERY.

INT. CAB, DOWNTOWN DETROIT – DAY

It ain't a pretty sight ...Homeless camps ... Graffiti ... 
KIDS sprinting away from COPS ... ROSIE grips JAKE'S HAND. 
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The music begins to warp ... JAKE'S heart-rate spikes. 

INT. CAB, AIRPORT – DAY

JAKE'S having a full-blown PANIC-ATTACK. In the reflection of 
a WINDOW, he watches as 747 AIRPLANE lifts off. 

He can hear the SOUNDS of explosions ... Cries for HELP ... 
The pounding thump of ANTI-AIRCRAFT GUNS. 

JAKE grits his teeth, moves to get out of the car. But ROSIE 
stops him ... She can see it in his EYES, the fear, the 
memories. 

This is the closest they've ever come, so that's something. 

ROSIE looks to the CAB DRIVER ... Shakes her head. 

END MONTAGE

EXT. VREANDA, BROOK'S RESIDENCE - DUSK 

JAKE sits on the veranda steps, disappointed in himself, 
BASEBALL CAP in his HANDS. 

ROSIE beside him with a MUG of TEA. She doesn't blame him. It 
would take a hundred lifetimes for him to forget what he saw 
during the war...

JAKE
Love you, Rosie-girl. 

ROSIE
Love you, Jackie-boy.

The sun sets.

PRE–LAP: The ALARM CLOCK BLARES through.

INT. BEDROOM, BROOK'S RESIDENCE – DAWN

ROSIE wakes, slides into her SLIPPERS. Places her DENTURES 
in. JAKE is still as a plank ... Pale. 

ROSIE
What kind of a day will it be?

Tense beat.

ROSIE turns, eyes welling with tears ... Just as JAKE wakes. 
Stretches. Slides into his SLIPPERS. 
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JAKE
Dwr's chc.

ROSIE
Teeth.

JAKE nods. 

JAKE
Dealer's choice.

ROSIE pauses. Smiles. An instrumental cover of STEPPENWOLF - 
"BORN TO BE WILD" plays through. 

INT. KITCHEN - DAY

JAKE & ROSIE get ready for their day. A little slower, little 
less passion. 

INT. OLDSMOBILE - DAY

ROSIE drives, wearing Coke-bottle thick GLASSES, barely 
seeing over the steering wheel ... JAKE sits in the passenger 
seat, watches the world go by.

EXT. STREET, THE GARDEN - DAY

JAKE tends a row of ROSES. ROSIE accounts for the BOOKS. 
AARON lugs slabs of DIRT. 

ROSIE begins to SING. JAKE and AARON share a look – they 
smile.

EXT. PATIO, LOCAL CAFE – DAY

JAKE and ROSIE hunch over a CROSSWORD PUZZLE. They trade a 
PEN back and forth as they fill in the answers ...  A STREET 
BUSKER begins to play on a rundown PIANO. JAKE sets the PEN 
down. Stands and smooths the creases of his PANTS. 

He massages the spot over his heart ... Works through the 
discomfort ... And extends a hand to his number #1 ... ROSIE 
beams a smile ... The couple slow dance in the street as the 
crowds move around them.

JAKE twirls ROSIE. They TANGO. Dance like Egyptians.

They make each other laugh.
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ROSIE fishes out a TEN BUCK NOTE from her purse ... Drops it 
in the BUSKER'S HAT. 

JAKE
You gave him ten?

ROSIE
Worth every penny. 

ROSIE steals a peck on the cheek. 

INT. LIVING ROOM, BROOK'S RESIDENCE - DUSK

The dying light of the day illuminates a wall of memories. 
PHOTOS from key points in their life stand like memorials to 
lives well lived. ... 

The day they began to build their HOME ... Shots of them 
PAINTING and LAYING DOWN tiles ... The day JAKE opened THE 
GARDNE. ROSIE receiving a COMMENDATION from the MAYOR. 

JAKE & ROSIE laughing with FRIENDS. 

ROSIE, PREGNANT at THE GARDEN ... 

Then the FUNERAL. 

INT. KITCHEN, BROOK'S RESIDENCE - CONTINUOUS

JAKE and ROSIE prepare DINNER together ... A dance in their 
step as they shuffle around the kitchen.

INT. LIVING ROOM, BROOK'S RESIDENCE - NIGHT

JAKE and ROSIE watch "RED RIVER" on their old, rear-projector 
TELEVISION ... The "Blood On Your Cheek" scene plays out. 

JAKE massages his chest again ... It's just indigestion. He 
looks over and sees ROSIE shiver a little. 

INT. BEDROOM, BROOK'S RESIDENCE – CONTINUOUS

JAKE rummages through a CLOSET. He picks out a SWEATER.  
Doesn't like the look of it. Picks out another one. 

Behind him, seen only in mirrors and glass reflections, the 
lithe and spectral ANGEL OF DEATH floats past ... The moment 
isn't played for scares -- The ANGEL moves as natural as snow 
falling in Winter or a seedling sprouting in the Spring. 
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But the ANGEL isn't coming for JAKE.

JAKE finds ROSIE'S favorite SWEATER. 

INT. LIVING ROOM, BROOK'S RESIDENCE – CONTINUOUS

The TELEVISION throws heady shadows over the scene ... JAKE 
pauses. Something's wrong. He exhales. He new this day would 
come, but he hoped it would come for him first. 

JAKE lays the SWEATER over the still warm ROSIE, her eyes 
closed. At peace ... He sits in his chair, takes a moment for 
himself. 

He holds his late wife's hand and squeezes... 

No blubbering tears. No howls of pain. Just a man and his 
wife, together for the last time. 

PRE–LAP: The ALARM BLARES through. 

INT. BEDROOM, BROOK'S RESIDENCE – DAWN

The ALARM continues to ring. The GLASS of the WEDDING PHOTO 
vibrates. The WEDDING PHOTO vibrates so much it edges towards 
the side of the bedside table ... 

Inches before it falls, JAKE catches it. 

TURNS off the ALARM.

CHYRON: ONE YEAR LATER

INT. KITCHEN, BROOK'S RESIDENCE - DAY

No music ... JAKE looks at his messy HAIR in the MIRROR. 
Doesn't put any effort in ... Prepares his breakfast ... Lays 
out his VITAMINS. ... He has a PHOTO of ROSIE where she would 
normally sit. 

It's just not the same.

INT. CAR, DOWNTOWN - DAY

JAKE peers over the STEERING WHEEL ... CARS overtake him, 
honks fill the air ... He flips them off. 

JAKE
Ge ta hull outta mi ay!
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Realizes he forgot to put his DENTURES in...

JAKE (CONT’D)
Dmmit.

INT. BEDROOM, BROOK'S RESIDENCE – DAWN

TIGHT ON: JAKE slides in his DENTURES.

INT. WORKSHOP, THE GARDEN - DAY

JAKE, dispassionate, prunes a stem of PEONIES at a WORK 
BENCH. AARON enters with a grand flourish. 

AARON
GOOOD MORNING! The sun is SHNING, 
the birds are CHRIPIN'! How we 
doing today, sir? We fantastic?

JAKE
Well. My wife's still dead. So. No.

AARON
Oh no she isn't! Mrs. B.'s alive! 
Alive ... Always ... In here.

AARON, sincere, places a hand over his heart, reaches for 
JAKE. He squeezes his PRUNERS, AARON backs off, but is 
undeterred ... He pulls out his PHONE, opens an APP called 
PARTY PARTY HEY LET'S START A PARTY. 

AARON (CONT’D)
Sir. Check this out. You'll like 
it, I swear. Press play.

JAKE
Pull my finger.

AARON
It designs a dance song just for 
you. One of a kind tune to make you 
swoon. You'll love it!

JAKE
Quit horsing around, Aaron. The 
Shaughnessy's wedding bouquets 
still need  --

ARRON
Sir? You coulda pressed it by now. 
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JAKE reluctantly hits play and BOOP-DOOP-VHAWWWW-DA-BOOOM –- 
a trashy DANCE TRACK begins to play. 

AARON
It's dancing time! Studies have 
shown that five hours of dancing a 
day can lead to a lifetime of 
dancing!

AARON dances over the WORKBENCH, MAGIC MIKE style. 

AARON (CONT’D)
You like it, right? This is what 
real music sounds like. Gets the 
heart pumpinnnnnnnnnnnnnn!

AARON sees his boss isn't in the mood to joke around. He 
tries to press STOP on his PHONE.

JAKE
Aaron. 

AARON
I'm trying I'm trying, it's like it 
wants me to keep dancing. Ah! When 
it doubt, power down. There. 
Boring, sombre silence. 

AARON unwraps a SANDWICH. Offers JAKE some ... He refuses.

AARON (CONT’D)
Sorry. Thought you'd join in 
dancing and it would be a whole 
thing. Then we would start a dance 
troupe, I was thinking America's 
Got Talent first...

JAKE
What's next. 

AARON
(checking a CLIPBOARD)

Residency in Vegas? Haha? Special 
order, Thirteen roses. 

JAKE
Thirteen?

AARON
Yep. Wonder who he's trying to 
impress. Mistress? My money's on a 
Mistress. Or a hooker. Or both? Eh?

JAKE selects the ROSES, begins to prepare them. 
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AARON (CONT’D)
Sir? I miss Mrs. B.

JAKE
Can we talk about something else? 
Cloth. 

AARON passes JAKE a CLOTH. JAKE wipes the PETALS down, takes 
pride in his work. 

AARON
It's just... You know when she'd 
start singing?  Adele ... J-Lo ... 
John legend... Remember when she 
sang The Killers? "It was only a 
kiss..." I don't even think she 
knew she was doing it. 

JAKE
She'd do it around the house, too. 
Paper.

AARON hands JAKE a roll of PAPER to finish the BOUQUET.

JAKE (CONT’D)
One minute she was here, the 
next... Gone. Like a fart in the 
wind. 

AARON
Oi, your wife was no fart, sir! She 
lived one hell of a life. 
Intelligence Officer during World 
War 2. Meets her boo on the 
battlefield and moves to a new 
country with mysterious ways of 
pronouncing things ... Works for 
the District Attorney for like 
twenty years?

JAKE
Forty. You writing a book or 
something?

AARON
You guys are like my couple goals!

JAKE massages his chest. Can't blame indigestion this time.

AARON (CONT’D)
Oh hey! Look, is that a change of 
subject? It is! So tomorrow night, 
my Ma's throwing a birthday party. 
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JAKE
Oh yeah? Whose birthday?

AARON
Mine!

JAKE
Oh.

AARON
Nothing fancy. Just some good food 
and friends. We're talking mole, 
we're talking tacos, enchiladas --

JAKE
Sounds like you'll have a good 
time. 

AARON throws him some puppy-dog eyes. He want JAKE to come.

JAKE (CONT’D)
I'm no good at parties. Rosie was 
always the ice-breaker. Could turn 
a wake into a disco. 

DING! The BELL for the FRONT OFFICE rings. 

AARON
Want me to get it?

JAKE
I got it. Finish your lunch. 

INT. FRONT OFFICE, THE GARDEN - CONTINUOUS

MR. THIRTEEN (40's) -- dressed in a three-piece SUIT and 
FEDORA. Holds himself like he's like he's auditioning for the 
role of Frank Nitti -- jives on the spot in front of the 
REGISTER. 

JAKE enters with the BOUQUET of ROSES .. Clears his throat. 
MR. THIRTEEN keeps dancing. JAKE picks up a PEN and flicks it 
at him. 

MR. THIRTEEN pulls the EARBUDS from his ears and spins to 
face JAKE. 

MR. THIRTEEN
Hello there, chap. Caught me having 
a moment. 

JAKE
So you're Mr. Thirteen... Figures.
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MR. THIRTEEN
Oooh, I like that. Yes sir, I am 
Mr. Thirteen. 

(re the ROSES)
Bellissimo –- BEAUTIFUL WORK.

JAKE taps away at the REGISTER, pulls up a RECEIPT. 

JAKE
What's the occasion?

MR. THIRTEEN
Take a guess. 

JAKE
Wife caught you with your fly down.

MR. THIRTEEN
OUCH. No no, try again.

JAKE gives him a once over. 

JAKE
Husband caught you with your fly 
down.

MR. THIRTEEN cools for a beat. Bursts out laughing. 

MR. THIRTEEN
HA! You got a sense of humor, old 
timer. 

JAKE
Your bill, sir.

MR. THIRTEEN takes the RECEIPT. Lays down a crisp ONE-HUNDRED 
DOLLAR BILL. 

MR. THIRTEEN
Bargain! So cheap. Keep the change. 
Man, I commend you. I love seeing 
seniors so "active." 

JAKE
(sotto)

Call me a senior again.

MR. THIRTEEN
Excuse me?

JAKE takes the BILL, hands over the CHANGE. Power move. 

JAKE
Your change, sir. 
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MR. THIRTEEN pockets the CHANGE.  

MR. THIRTEEN
Don't you wanna know the occasion? 
The love of my life ... I just 
found out she died. 

JAKE
Sorry to hear. 

MR. THIRTEEN
I never told her how I felt. Before 
I got a chance to say I loved her 
she hooked up with some smuck.

JAKE
The guy a jerk?

MR. THIRTEEN
He was the worst. Grumpy, afraid of 
adventure, a real Mister Average. 
But the good news is she's dead 
now! And that changes everything. 

JAKE
Okay, son. Wear protection and have 
yourself a good day.

MR. THIRTEEN grabs the BOUQUET and tosses them in the air. 
Catches them with ease. JAKE'S over it, walks away.

MR. THIRTEEN
JaI've been thinking about this day 
for so years, but I'm so... 
Disappointed. She could have had 
everything ... But Rosie chose you.

JAKE'S EARS perk up. 

JAKE
You knew Rosie?

JAKE turns, but MR. THIRTEEN has VANISHED ... And the CHANGE 
is stacked neatly on the counter. JAKE wipes his eyes, I'm 
too old for this shit.

INT. MARBLE LOBBY, OFFICE BUILDING, DOWNTOWN -- DAY

Bike messengers flurry by ... Business men and women all lost 
in their own worlds of work ... The RECEPTIONIST by the 
ELEVATORS answers calls diligently ... Seven bruiser-types 
enter, trading shady looks... They check their watches and 
share a nod.
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The RECEPTIONIST spots them... The HAIRS on the back of her 
neck stand-up ... A chill-rushes down her spine ... 

She glances to the ENTRANCE doors of the door as three 
figures stride in, obscured by sunlight ...

RECEPTIONIST
Security I think .... Oh damn... We 
have a Code Guardian! I repeat, we 
have a Code -- 

One of the JACKED MEN clicks his fingers ... BOLTS of GREEN 
LIGHTENING shoot through the LOBBY ... Every soul struck 
evaporates. 

Receptionist reaches for an OAK and SILVER WAND below her 
desk ... But before she can get to it, she's struck by a BOLT 
of LIGHTENING. 

EXT. PATIO, LOCAL CAFE – DAY

PEN in hand, JAKE sits with his CROSSWORD, half-finished ... 
Scratching his head for a five letter word for a chilly fall 
night.

He spies the HEADLINES of nearby NEWSPAPERS: "WAR!" 
"POVERTY!" "IMPEACHMENT?" 

World ain't what is used to be. 

EXT. PARKING LOT - DAY

JAKE fishes out his KEYS and shuffles to the CAR as... A 
woman in a rugged HOODY (20) -- holding the hand of a BLIND 
CHILD (4), also in a HOODY -- RUSHES up to JAKE. 

HOODY
KEYS! Hand 'em old man or I'll bust 
a hip of yours. KEYS. Now!

JAKE'S over it ... He doesn't fight ... JAKE peels the key to 
the CAR off his KEYCHAIN, hands it over. HOODY opens a DOOR 
and the CHILD climbs in. 

JAKE
Drugs?

HOODY
(voice quivers)

Dinner. 

JAKE watches as HOODY pulls away, his CAR gone forever. 
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INT. CROWDED BUS, DOWNTOWN - DAY

JAKE alone ... Watches the world go by ...

EXT. STEEP HILL, SUBURBAN STREET - DUSK

JAKE shuffles up a STEEP HILL, taking it one step at a time. 

INT. KITCHEN, BROOK'S RESIDENCE - DUSK

JAKE sits before a TWO blank pieces of PAPER, two YELLOW 
ENVELOPES, and a PEN ... He looks to his PHOTO of ROSIE.

JAKE
Ain't the same, Rosie. 

JAKE begins to write.

INT. LIVING ROOM, BROOK'S RESIDENCE - NIGHT

JAKE watches RED RIVER ... The "Blood On Your Face" scene 
plays ... The SWEATER rests over the back of ROSIE'S CHAIR. 
JAKE rubs his chest ... Closes his eyes. 

PRE-LAP: The SHRILL roar of the ALARM.

INT. BEDROOM, BROOK'S RESIDENCE – DAWN

The ALARM RATTLES ... The WEDDING PHOTO vibrates OFF the 
BEDSIDE TABLE ... But a YOUNG MAN'S HAND grabs it before it 
hits the floor.

A YOUNG MAN'S FEET slide into SLIPPERS ... Shuffles into the 
corridor ... JAKE passes the MIRROR and looks up. A grumpy 
yet strapping 26 year old man stares back at him. 

JAKE
AAAAGHHGGHHHGGHHH!

JAKE leaps back and shuffles around the corner. 

JAKE (CONT’D)
GET OUT OF MY HOME! I'M WARNING 
YOU! Wait.  

JAKE tepidly returns to the MIRROR and realizes... The YOUNG 
MAN is JAKE. JAKE looks at his new, (well, old body). 

He's 26 again. Same height as he was at 26. Same physique. 
All his TEETH.
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JAKE (CONT’D)
Whoa whoa WHAT IN THE NAME OF -- 
Still asleep, that's it. Must be. 

JAKE slaps himself. OW. He does it again. DOUBLE OW. Before 
he can slap himself a THIRD TIME, he hears... Singing ... 
Coming from the BATHROOM. 

YOUTHFUL VOICE (O.S.)
♫ Golden Years, Golden Years. Don't 
hear me say life's taking you 
nowhere... Angel... ♫

JAKE
Time to wake up Jake. This is just 
a dream. A freaky weird dream. 

INT. BATHROOM, BROOK'S RESIDENCE - CONTINUOUS

Steam fills the room, coming from the SHOWER. JAKE squints as 
he opens the door ... He knows that voice. 

YOUTHFUL VOICE (O.S.)
♫ I'll stick with you baby for a 
thousand years... Nothing's going 
to touch you in these -- ♫

JAKE
Golden years.

The singing stops. JAKE grabs his heart. A YOUNG WOMAN'S HAND 
pulls back the shower curtain to reveal her face. 

It's ROSIE. At 26. Exactly how she looked the day of their 
wedding. 

ROSIE
Hello, love. 

JAKE'S stupefied ... Words refuse to form his mouth. 

ROSIE (CONT’D)
Pass us a towel? 

JAKE
AAGAGAGHAHGGAHHHHHH!

JAKE shuffle-sprints out of the BATHROOM. 

INT. LIVING ROOM, BROOK'S RESIDENCE – CONTINUOUS

JAKE panics, grabs at his chest, breathing harder and harder.
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JAKE
What in the what the what the what 
is happening...

ROSIE enters wearing nothing but a SMILE and a TOWEL.

JAKE (CONT’D)
Get back, demon! I'm warning you! 
This is my house! OUT! SHOO! 

JAKE looks around... Breathing quickens. He spots a WITCH 
(39) -- crooked HAT, WART on her nose, knows how to make a 
gingerbread house -- standing by the kitchen table. 

The WITCH finishes packing an array of HERBS, SPICES and 
MYSTERY VIALS back in her cracked leather DOCTOR'S CASE.

JAKE (CONT’D)
WITCH! There's a witch standing at 
my kitchen table. WHY IS THERE A 
WITCH AT MY KITCHEN TABLE?

ROSIE
Don't be rude, Jake. That's Daphne, 
she's an old work friend. 

JAKE
Daphne, good to meet you can you 
please, um, GET OUT OF MY HOUSE!

WITCH / DAPHNE
Ain't got a pair of manners as he?  
Shave 75 odd years off your 
wrinkled raisin of a body and I get 
yelled at ... A thank you'd be nice 
I reckon. 

JAKE
Thank you? THANK YOU? What is 
happening ... Oh no ....

JAKE's heart-rates spikes, head spins ... ROSIE frowns. 

ROSIE
Little to the left, dear. 

JAKE
WHAT? NO. Why? I want answers!

JAKE doesn't budge. He shoots looks between DAPHNE and ROSIE. 
DAPHNE picks up her BROOM... Taps it on the ground three 
times...
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ROSIE
Ta-ta, Daphs. Jake, eyes on me. 
You're hyperventilating and when 
you faint I'd like you to land on 
the --

DAPHNE spins behind her BROOM and -- POOOOF -- vanishes ... 
JAKE faints, lands on the FLOOR with a THUD. 

ROSIE (CONT’D)
Couch. 

INT. KITCHEN, BROOK'S RESIDENCE - DAY

TIGHT ON: JAKE'S HAND grabs at the TABLE and he pulls himself 
up. He looks at his HAND. 

JAKE
Oh great. I'm still dreaming. 

ROSIE flutters around the KITCHEN, prepares breakfast. 

ROSIE
Love, you're woefully low on the 
essentials. You really need to take 
better care of yourself. 

JAKE
Tell me about it. Pass me the 
phone. 

ROSIE passes the LANDLINE PHONE to JAKE. 

ROSIE
Who're you calling?

JAKE
An ambulance. I've had a stroke. 

JAKE dials 911. 

JAKE (CONT’D)
(to PHONE)

Ambulance. 

Yes hello, I think I've had a 
stroke. 

I'm 92 years old.

My voice sounds? ... Of course I 
know it's a crime to prank call 
911!
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JAKE hangs up the PHONE. ROSIE sets their plates down in 
front of them. EGGS. BACON. CHOLESTEROL. 

JAKE (CONT’D)
Am I dead?

ROSIE
You've never been more alive. 

JAKE reaches over the TABLE and pokes ROSIE'S CHEEKS. She's 
real.

ROSIE (CONT’D)
Hi. 

JAKE
You're real.

ROSIE
Yep.

JAKE
Where did we meet?

ROSIE
Vichy, France.

JAKE
What song did we play at the piano?

ROSIE
Our song. We made it up as we went. 

JAKE
What's the name of our -- 

ROSIE
Henry. 

JAKE gives up ... Yep, its his ROSIE alright.

ROSIE (CONT’D)
Tuck in.

JAKE looks to his BREAKFAST.

JAKE
Okay. I have questions. First of 
all. I can't eat this! I'll have a 
heart attack!

ROSIE
Babe. Deary. For the next 23 hours 
we're 26 again.

(MORE)
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ROSIE (CONT’D)
And like any 26 year old, you can 
eat whatever you damn want without 
any real consequences. 

JAKE nervously takes a bite of the BACON ... Oh so good. 

JAKE
So good. 

ROSIE
Your girl's still got it.

JAKE
I... I was at your funeral. I laid 
you next to Henry. 

ROSIE
That you did. 

JAKE
But now you're here. 

ROSIE exhales. 

ROSIE
It's quite simple. The Otherside 
gave me a 24 hour hall pass because 
something's wrong --

JAKE
You can say that again...

ROSIE
-- with the world. It's coming 
unhinged, faster than our Guardian 
Angels can correct it.

JAKE'S overwhelmed. He pulls ROSIE into a HUG. 

JAKE
You're here. 

ROSIE
I am. And I need your help. 

JAKE
Anything. 

ROSIE
It's going to be dangerous. 

JAKE
Okay. 
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ROSIE
You might learn a few things about 
me.

JAKE
After 74 years of marriage, I think 
I know my best friend. 

ROSIE laughs, oh you ain't seen nothing yet.

LIVING ROOM

and presses THREE DUSTY BOOKS on the BOOKSHELF. 

JAKE leaps back in fright ...  GEARS within the walls begin 
to WIND and GRIND. 

The BOOKSHELF opens to reveal a HIDDEN WALL of WEAPONS ... A 
silver BOW & ARROW ...  A bejeweled ROLLING PIN ... A HAMMER 
which looks a lot like THORS ... GLOWING NUNCHUCKS ...  And a 
wooden, heavily scarred Louisville slugger BASEBALL BAT.

JAKE (CONT’D)
FAAAAARRRR OUT, ROSIE! This has 
just been here the entire time? Are 
you allowed to have these? 

ROSIE
Oh hell no. If my bosses found out 
I'd be in The Downside so fast... 

JAKE admires the weapons, looks at the HAMMER.

JAKE
Hot damn that's actually very 
pretty. 

ROSIE picks up the BASEBALL BAT ... JAKE notices a faded RED 
BUTTON on the base of the BAT. 

JAKE (CONT’D)
Why's there a button?

ROSIE
In case we fail. 

JAKE
Oh. Well. So which one do I get? 
I've never used a bow and arrow but 
I'm a fast-learner...

ROSIE hands JAKE a beat-up wristlet-style HANDBAG ... 
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JAKE (CONT’D)
Not funny. 

ROSIE
I think it is. Now go get your 
shoes on, we've got an Angel to 
hunt.  

ROSIE opens the HANDBAG and slides the BAT into it. It, 
impossibly, disappears into the small HANDBAG. JAKE'S baffled 
and looks underneath the BAG. 

INT. BEDROOM, BROOK'S RESIDENCE – CONTINUOUS

JAKE dresses, his clothes a little tight, but he looks good. 
Like he's off to a baseball game -- slacks and "smart shoes", 
shirt tucked in ... ROSIE ties his TIE for him. 

EXT. BROOK'S RESIDENCE - CONTINUOUS

JAKE and ROSIE head to the street.

JAKE
(sheepish)

So a little thing happened to the 
car. 

ROSIE
Oh I saw. 

JAKE
You saw?

ROSIE
You should have asked the young 
lady for a ride home. The least she 
could do after carjacking you.

A familiar looking CAB pulls to the CURB. 

INT. CAB, SUBURBAN STREET - CONTINUOUS

JAKE and ROSIE get in ... The cab driver, same as earlier, 
flashes a grin. TERRY (50) -- Sweater vest and sandals kinda 
guy, gregarious. 

DRIVER
Mrs. B.! 

ROSIE
Terry! How's Anastasia?
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TERRY
She got that wing-joint fixed 
finally. 

ROSIE reaches into her HANDBAG and pulls out a FLASK. 

ROSIE
Finally!

(to JAKE)
Jake, meet Terry. Here, big gulp of 
this, little Hair of the Damned to 
open up the third-eye. Will help 
you see what's already there. 

JAKE
Bit early, isn't it? 

ROSIE
Trust me.

JAKE frowns ... Takes a sip ... KAAABOOOOM –– reality inverts 
on itself. Black becomes white. Day becomes night. JAKE 
blinks away the stars and coughs. He looks the DRIVER. 

JAKE
AAAAGAGGHHAAAAAAAAAA!

The DRIVER is... TERRY, a friendly GHOUL. Gaunt, grey skin, 
big green eyes, wicked grin. Think zombie with a heartbeat.

TERRY
A Ghoul? Good guess, man. He is 
bright, ain't he Mrs. B?

JAKE
Got a real drink in there for me? 
Bottle of Rum? Heck, a whole case?

ROSIE
Bit early, isn't it?

TERRY shifts into gear and the CAB pulls away from the curb.

INT. CAB, DOWNTOWN - CONTINUOUS

The city passes by. They come to a RED LIGHT. A HOMELESS MAN 
approaches the CAR ... ROSIE reaches into her pocket and 
hands the man a TEN DOLLAR NOTE. 

JAKE gets a look at the HOMELESS MAN. Their ELFEN features 
are obscured by hair, but it's clear -- this joe ain't human. 
He shuffles off as the TRAFFIC LIGHT goes green. 
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JAKE
That man... He looked like an elf.

ROSIE
He was. Is. Most of the fantastical 
creatures and myths you've ever 
heard about existed at one point or 
another. Elfs, Ghouls, Minotaurs... 
Daphne? She's a witch, half-druid. 

JAKE
Oh. 

TERRY
During the middle ages, anyone with 
a hint of magic in their blood was 
seen as unnatural. 

ROSIE
Worse than being a woman, it was. 

TERRY
So the magic kind retreated to the 
shadows, decided living low was 
better than being burned at the 
stake. 

JAKE watches the city pass by ... Catches glimpses of the 
magic kind ... Street Cleaner Cyclops' ... Werewolf Hipsters 
... So many souls hiding so many secrets. 

ROSIE
The Department of Otherside 
Affairs: A catch-all organization 
to make life a little easier for 
Terry's kind. 

JAKE
The ... D.O.A. Clever. 

TERRY
They offer support, networking 
events, hook us up with good 
Concealment Spells... 

TERRY hands a weathered FAMILY PHOTO to JAKE of TERRY, his 
WIFE, their PARENTS and FIVE KIDS.

TERRY (CONT’D)
In this world, if you look even a 
little different, most see you as 
the enemy. We just want to live. 
Make a good life for our families. 
Speaking of which...
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ROSIE
I know just as much as you do.

TERRY
All I know is I should be 
terrified. 

JAKE
Terrified of what?

ROSIE
We're about to find out.

EXT. OFFICE BUILDING, DOWNTOWN -- DAY

The CAB pulls up outside a regular seeming OFFICE. JAKE and 
ROSIE step out, ROSIE pays TERRY. Gets a RECEIPT. JAKE looks 
at the receipt.

ROSIE
Got to keep track of expenses. 

JAKE
Of course. 

INT. MARBLE LOBBY, OFFICE BUILDING - CONTINUOUS

JAKE and ROSIE step inside the striking ... Completely empty 
lobby ... Each step echos off the shiny surfaces which is 
littered with ... Loose leaves of PAPER ... BIKES and 
SATCHELS ... 

ROSIE pulls out the BASEBALL BAT and holds it high ...

ROSIE
Something's wrong.

JAKE
The ghoul overcharge you?

ROSIE moves behind the RECEPTIONIST'S DESK ... Turns on the 
SECURITY CAMERA PANEL .. Rewinds FOOTAGE until she finds the 
tight TIMECODE ... ROSIE pulls up CAMERA FEEDS from ONE DAY 
AGO on a screen... Afraid, she pauses on an image. 

ROSIE
There. Blockers. Nasty psychic-
twits. They can stop The Otherside 
from contacting our side. Get 
enough of them together they can 
hide an entire city. 
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JAKE
What do they want with the District 
Attorney? 

ROSIE
What District Attorney?

JAKE
The D.A.? You... For 40 years...

ROSIE demurs, unsure of herself.

ROSIE
Yes, right ... The D.A.

JAKE
What aren't you telling me?

ROSIE
Well... I did work for the D.A. 
Only ... D.A. stands for Dearly 
Arrived. This office is a sub-
branch of the Department of 
Otherside Affairs ... Dealing with 
anyone who sneaks through from The 
Otherside. 

JAKE
You were a secretary.

ROSIE
No, um, might as well put it all 
out there ... I was a Bounty Hunter 
for The Otherside specializing in 
the apprehension of escaped Demons, 
Warlocks and Leprechauns. Now 
there's a Guardian Angel whose gone 
rogue and if we don't stop him the 
world will go mad. Er. Madd-Er. 

JAKE is floored.

JAKE
Why... Why didn't you tell me?

ROSIE
I left my work at work. Didn't want 
to scare you.

JAKE
Scare me? 
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ROSIE presses play ... A grainy VIDEO FEED shows two JACKED 
GHOULS -- THE ZALE TWINS (29), menacing Bear-like Ghouls with 
personalities to match -- accompany a man whose face is 
obscured by a FEDORA. 

ROSIE
(sotto)

The Zale Twins? They aren't smart 
enough to plan something like this.

The ZALE TWINS raise their hands and emit their blinding 
BOLTS of LIGHTENING.

The VIDEO stops.

JAKE
Rewind the video.

ROSIE goes back frame by frame. She sees the FEDORA. Walks to 
the elevator.

JAKE (CONT’D)
Hang on. I know that guy. That's 
Mr. Thirteen! Rosie? Who is he?

ROSIE
Um. Oh ... Just a Guardian Angel I 
danced with once or twice.

INT. ELEVATOR, OFFICE - CONTINUOUS

JAKE & ROSIE side by side in the elevator ... JAKE looks her 
up and down. Who is this woman?

INT. MAIN OFFICE, OFFICE - CONTINUOUS

ROSIE steps into the EMPTY OFFICE. It's like everyone 
vanished mid-task ... JAKE is freaked. Takes every step with 
care. JAKE passes a wall of PHOTOS and ACCOLADES ... It's a 
veritable shrine to ROSIE ... He reads out the writing on a 
photo: 

JAKE
"Number one bounty hunter. 1958-
1985 for the West Coast and Mid-
West." You were a ... Badass?

ROSIE pulls the BASEBALL BAT from the HANDBAG. She examines 
the empty office for clues. 
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ROSIE
Am. Your girl's still got it ... I 
hope. 

JAKE sees a PHOTO of ROSIE with two mean looking ALBINO 
MINOTAURS in HANDCUFFS.

JAKE
Holy heck-sticks. 

On her old DESK, ROSIE spots the BOUQUET of 13 ROSES ... Her 
blood runs cold ... She hides them under the DESK before JAKE 
can spot them. 

JAKE (CONT’D)
OW. 

ROSIE rushes to JAKE ... He cradles his finger ... He got a 
PAPER CUT. 

JAKE (CONT’D)
Well. There goes the dreaming 
theory.

ROSIE
What.

JAKE
I don't think you can get paper 
cuts in dreams. This is real, isn't 
it?

ROSIE
Sweetie, if you want to head home 
and chill out...

JAKE
No, no. Through thick and thin I 
promised. And car-jacking minotaurs 
and ghouls too it seems. 

ROSIE pulls a BANDAID from her HANDBAG ... Applies it to 
JAKE'S FINGER ... She reaches in and pulls out a LOLLIPOP ... 
JAKE frowns .... Takes it. 

ROSIE relaxes, plucks a DOLLAR BILLS from a SWEAR JAR and on 
a DESK and goes to a VENDING MACHINE.

JAKE (CONT’D)
Rosie. That's stealing.

ROSIE
I put my fair share into it over 
the years. Trust me.
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JAKE
How's it work? The Otherside...

ROSIE
The Otherside is for the 
bureaucrats who govern The Sides. 
The Downside is, well, for the 
criminally inclined. The Upside is 
for the saintly. As soon as my 
bosses realized what was happening 
they greenlit an entire team of us 
to hunt down whoever hired the 
Blockers. I was the only one who 
got through. 

JAKE
Oh that makes sense... AHHHHHH!

JAKE lazily opens a DOOR to a CONFERENCE ROOM and has found 
all twenty of ROSIE'S CO-WORKERS.

ROSIE
What is it? Oh good work babe.

The CO-WORKER'S -- office drone types straight outta the 
offices of Dunder Miffin -- their eyes all pearl white, 
expressions vacant. 

JAKE
The... I... Zombies... ZOMBIES.

ROSIE walks over, munching on a SNICKERS bar. 

JAKE (CONT’D)
Are they ... Dead?

ROSIE
(nonchalant)

Mind-locked. Totally painless, I'm 
told.

JAKE
What could do something like this?

ROSIE
A Guardian Angel. 

INT. STUFFY PRIVATE LIBRARY - NIGHT

The kind with leather BOOKS, pock-marked ARMCHAIRS, green 
TENSOR LAMPS.
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Seven well-fed men and wome, GUARDIAN ANGELS -- with distinct 
HALOS above their heads -- await their orders as as they look 
over a TOPOGRAPHICAL MAP of the EARTH ... Ash falls from 
CIGARS ... WHISKY swirls in their TUMBLERS.

Posh bastards. 

ROSIE (V.O.)
Guardian Angels get their orders 
from the governors of The Upside. 
Their Halos allow 'em to slide 
between The Sides to do what they 
can to stop cataclysms, atrocities. 

A GOLD ENVELOPE falls from the ROOF into the LAP of a David-
esque GUARDIAN ANGEL ... They stub out their CIGAR and 
stand... Their HALO expands, then FALLS to the ground. 

The GUARDIAN ANGEL vanishes. 

Another GUARDIAN ANGEL with a sinister grin covertly reaches 
into the folds of the COUCH and finds a RED envelope. 

ROSIE (V.O.) (CONT’D)
But a Guardian Angel who goes rogue 
is as bigger danger to The Sides as 
you can get. 

They open it ... Their HALO expands and they VANISH. 

INT. SMITH RESIDENCE - NIGHT

The SINISTER GUARDIAN ANGEL glives through the middle-class 
home like butter over a warm knife ... Passing CHILDREN'S 
TOYS ... WORKMAN'S BOOTS ... A CONSTRUCTION HELMET.

ROSIE (V.O.)
They can't fly, or conjure bolts of 
lightening from thin air, but they 
are masters at the art of 
corrupting the hearts of good men & 
women.

INT. BEDROOM, SMITH RESIDENCE - CONTINUOUS

The SINISTER GUARDIAN ANGEL removes their FEDORA and whispers 
into the ears of a sleeping, hard-working CONSTRUCTION WORKER 
(44). After a beat, their eyes open, locked in a trance. 
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ROSIE (V.O.)
The Otherside promises a ticket to 
The Upside to any Guardian who 
stays the course, does their 500 
years without any issues. But some 
are tempted to freelance. 

EXT. WORKSITE - NIGHT

The CONSTRUCTION WORKER wipes their brow ... Their eyes glaze 
over. 

ROSIE (V.O.)
Say a real estate developer with 
ties to The Downside gets greedy, 
wants an insurance payout. They get 
a Guardian Angel to whisper in the 
ears of a worker. Just like that, 
you got yourself a slave. 

The CONSTRUCTION WORKER ... In a  throws GASOLINE over the 
WORKSITE. They light a MATCH and drop it in the GASOLINE. 

POLICE LIGHTS in the distance grow closer. The CONSTRUCTION 
WORKER EYES return to normal ... Petrified ... Lost. 

ROSIE (V.O.) (CONT’D)
Good souls can turn bad in an 
instant.

The SINISTER ANGEL watches from the sidelines as GOLDEN COINS 
rolls around in their hand. 

INT. MAIN OFFICE, OFFICE - CONTINUOUS

JAKE looks like he wants to scream ... ROSIE finishes her 
SNICKERS BAR. 

ROSIE
I'm sorry. Did you want some?

BRRRRRNNG-BRRRNNNNGGGG -- the clank of a TELEPHONE roars 
through the office.

ROSIE (CONT’D)
No no no no no. Hide. Hide!

ROSIE rushes to the PHONE which sits on a LARGE empty TABLE. 
JAKE looks for a place to hide. DUCKS behind an OFFICE PLANT. 

ROSIE answers the TELEPHONE. A HOLOGRAM appears over the 
table: a LIVE FEED of a CLUTTERED OFFICE on THE OTHERSIDE. 
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A FRENZIED elfen woman, VALIA (50), appears on the screen.

VALIA
AGENT ROSEMARY BROOKS! You are in 
so much trouble. Can you hear me? 
Is this thing on? Hello? 

ROSIE
I'm here, and I know you're upset, 
but I was right; It's Anir.

VALIA
Brooks, if you're wrong, they'll 
have your head for this.

An ASSISTANT hands VALIA a stack of PAPERS. She hands them 
right back, furious.

VALIA (CONT’D)
(to ASSISTANT)

I asked for ZALE, not THE VALE. GO.

The ASSISTANT exits. VALIA'S tone changes, pleading.

VALIA (CONT’D)
(pleading)

Please tell me you got something? 
One of their Blockers handed 
himself in, but The Zale Twins will 
find a replacement soon so we've 
only got a few seconds. 

ROSIE
Those puritanical nitwits aren't 
smart enough pull off something of 
this size. Sir, I found my old 
team, mind-locked. This has Anir's 
fingerprints all over it. 

VALIA
The Zale Twins must be blackmailing 
him. 

ROSIE
Sir, Anir -- 

VALIA
Is the best Guardian Angel to serve 
us since Joan of Arc. 

ROSIE
Then summon him! If he's innocent, 
why hasn't he made contact?
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VALIA'S silence is telling. 

VALIA
If it is him, we're screwed. A 
defection at that a high a level... 

ROSIE
What's The Upside say?

VALIA
They've drafted a warrant for your 
arrest. 

ROSIE
They can shove it up their... 
Halos.

VALIA
Rosie. I like you, I really do. But 
the punishment for unpermitted 
travel to Midside is banishment -- 
no ifs or buts or ands. If you're 
wrong about Anir you've earned 
yourself a place in The Downside. 

The HOLOGRAM SHUDDERS and GLITCHES. 

ROSIE
Has Anir or The Zale Twins made any 
demands?

VALIA
No. That's what scares us. And 
we've got fugitives handing 
themselves in faster than we can 
book them.

ROSIE
Why?

VALIA
Something has them spooked. They 
think The Downside is safer than 
whatever The Twins have planned. 
The Blocker said whatever's coming 
will hit at midnight, his exact 
words were "while everyone's 
sleeping." Anir must be stopped --

The SIGNAL cuts out ... The HOLOGRAM disappears. 

ROSIE
Fudgesticks. 
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JAKE, from his hiding spot, spies ... The BOUQUET of 13 
ROSES. He grabs them. 

ROSIE (CONT’D)
Sorry I made you hide but 
unsanctioned ride-alongs are 
frowned upon.

ROSIE spots JAKE with the ROSES.

JAKE
Anything else I should know?

EXT. OFFICE BUILDING, DOWNTOWN - CONTINUOUS

JAKE shuffles out of the building, hyperventilating again. 
ROSIE follows.

ROSIE
Jakey -- Please, stay calm.

JAKE
I've been pretty copasetic to all 
this, right?

ROSIE
It's not what it look like. 

JAKE
Looks like you broke rank to chase 
down an old flame.

ROSIE
He's dangerous! He's unhinged. You 
know me, you trust me.

JAKE
Why is a Guardian Angel buying you 
flowers? 

ROSIE
I may, MAY, have had, been, on a 
kind of "date" with him once upon a 
time long ago. Before we met. 

JAKE
And he's been carrying a torch for 
you ever since?

ROSIE
For 76 years. Yes. Everyone thinks 
he's a nice guy, but he's a total 
arse.

(MORE)
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ROSIE (CONT’D)
Every year he would visit the 
office and declare his love for me. 
It was cute at first, you know? But 
it wore thin. Once he found I was 
dead, he came to The Otherside and 
proposed. I said no, he didn't take 
it well.

JAKE
So now you think he's behind all 
this?

ROSIE
There was this look in his eyes. 
He's hurting, and now he wants to 
hurt everyone. I had to come back, 
I couldn't let anything happen to 
you because of me.

JAKE
Are you even ... Are you human?

ROSIE deadpans. 

ROSIE
I'd hope that if I had horns coming 
out of my head you would love me 
just the same. 

JAKE'S overwhelmed. 

JAKE
Rogue Guardian Angels. Cab drivers. 
You arrested a minotaur.

ROSIE
(sotto)

Two...

JAKE
Were you ever hurt?

ROSIE
I mean. Maybe Daphne patched me up 
a couple times but I never lost any 
limbs. Like, permanently. 

ROSIE pulls JAKE into a HUG ... He's siff, but softens. 

JAKE
Whatever your ex has planned hits 
at midnight. 
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ROSIE
Not my ex and yes, "while 
everyone's sleeping." 

JAKE
That gives us thirteen hours to 
find out what he wants. 

ROSIE
And hopefully have a bit of fun 
doing it. 

JAKE
Okay, Mrs. B. ... What next?

INT. PARKING GARAGE, OFFICE - CONTINUOUS

JAKE and ROSIE approach a CAR covered in a grimey TARP.

ROSIE
If there's anything wicked going 
down in my city, then we need to 
see Sammy Oh.

JAKE
Who's Sammy Oh?

ROSIE
He's the one in the know. An old 
C.I. of mine with a heart of tar.

ROSIE pulls the TARP back dramatically to reveal a '66 FORD 
MUSTANG in a brilliant NAVY BLUE. JAKE'S face lights up.

ROSIE (CONT’D)
Confiscated off a casino-chip 
forging Troll in Las Vegas. 

JAKE
Is it a talking car or something?

ROSIE shoots JAKE a look -- don't be daft.

ROSIE
By jove no. Just a mean ol' driving 
machine. More horsepower than the 
four horsemen of the apocalypse 
combined, power windows, seat 
warmers, and six whole miles to the 
gallon. 

ROSIE gets in the DRIVER'S SEAT. Turns the engine on. Puts on 
her seatbelt. JAKE gets in, in awe. 
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ROSIE (CONT’D)
Want to see how fast it goes?

JAKE
Ssss --

Before JAKE can say "sure", ROSIE puts the pedal to the 
metal. The back wheels spin and VRRROOOOOM -- she guns it. 
ROSIE drives like a madman, laughing as JAKE holds on for 
dear life.

EXT. CITY STREE, DOWNTOWN - CONTINUOUS

The MUSTANG roars onto the city streets and thunders through 
traffic. 

EXT. STREET, FACTORY TOWN - CONTINUOUS

The MUSTANG comes to a stop in an industrial side of town. 
Grey factories pour smoke ... Mountains of TRASH line the 
streets ... JAKE and ROSIE, both sporting serious sex-hair, 
share a look.

ROSIE
Was that as good for you as it was 
for me?

JAKE nods with satisfaction.

JAKE
Could use that drink right about 
now.

ROSIE
Got to earn it first.

ROSIE pulls a pair of OVERSIZED BINOCULARS from her HANDBAG. 

ROSIE (CONT’D)
Sammy, Sammy, Sammy. 800 years old 
and still predictable as ever. 

ROSIE hands JAKE the BINOCULARS and points to a CORNER in the 
distance. JAKE spots SAMMY OH (30) -- looks like a hip-hop 
dancer ate another hip-hop dancer -- seated on a BENCH ... He 
reaches under the BENCH and pulls out a PARCEL.

JAKE
He's got something.
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ROSIE
Given the suspects record and modus 
operandi we can assume it's 
contraband which gives us 
reasonable suspicion to detain him 
for questioning.  

JAKE'S impressed. 

ROSIE (CONT’D)
Alright, love. Sammy Oh's a big 
fella. Best let me have a word with 
him, bring him in easy.

JAKE takes another look at SAMMY OH -- he looks like a 
walking advertisement for the dangers of McDonalds. 

JAKE
HIM? Easy. I don't want you getting 
hurt. Be back in a jiffy.

ROSIE
Well I was just going to -- 

JAKE
Trust me. I got this.

JAKE exits the car and begins to shuffle to SAMMY OH. He 
flashes two THUMBS UP to ROSIE. 

JAKE (CONT’D)
(to SAMMY OH)

Mister... MISTER OH. I am here on 
behalf of the Arrived, the division 
of the, um, Otherside. You have the 
right to remain --

SAMMY OH
Oh you got ta be jokin'. 

SAMMY takes off sprinting, far faster than he looks. 

JAKE
Hey slick, get back here!

JAKE begins to shuffle after SAMMY OH. JAKE remembers he's 
not 92 anymore and straightens up. His strides get longer, he 
stretches out, now at a full sprint. Like a running back 
heading for the endzone. 

He leaps over piles of trash, never losing sight of SAMMY OH.

SIDE STREET
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ROSIE pulls up beside JAKE. 

ROSIE
Want a ride, dear?

JAKE
I got this, dear.

ROSIE
Okay I'm going to get a frozen 
yogurt. I'll meet you at his 
hideout. 

JAKE
Hideout?! Where's his hideout?

ROSIE hangs a right ... Leaves JAKE to chase after SAMMY OH. 

JAKE steps it up. 

EXT. DEAD-END ALLEY - CONTINUOUS

SAMMY OH hits a dead end. JAKE has him cornered. 

SAMMY OH
Oh Sammy Oh ain't goin' dwn like 
tis I tell ya. 

JAKE
Come peacefully and I'm sure, 
you'll receive a fair trial. I 
think. I don't actually know how 
the legal system works for --

SAMMY OH launches into a full blown sprint towards JAKE. 
Roars like a CELTIC WARRIOR at the top of his lungs.

JAKE squeals as SAMMY OH charges and KNOCKS JAKE a full 20 
FEET into the sky ... CRASH! ... JAKE lands in a nearby 
dumpster. 

INT. FROZEN YOGURT STORE - SAME TIME

ROSIE gleefully studies the menu of a hip new Frozen Yoghurt 
joint.

ROSIE
Could I please try the ... Mega 
Mint Bliss?

A SERVER scoops up a sample of the MINT BLISS taking her 
sweet, delicious time.
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SERVER
Have you had the Chaos & Cookies & 
Creme? It's delicious. 

SERVER hands over a sample. ROSIE tries it. 

ROSIE
It is delicious. One. Of each, 
please. Wait. Better make it two.

EXT. FACTORY TOWN - CONTINUOUS

JAKE sprints. Leaps over an abandoned CAR, still in hot 
pursuit of SAMMY OH. 

SAMMY OH
Oh give up wouldja!

JAKE pulls an old BANANA PEEL out of his pocket. Drops it.

JAKE
I can do this all day, slick.

SAMMY OH
Oh I been doing this since before 
you were a twinkle in yer 
grandpappy's eye. What am I under 
arrest for?

JAKE
Breaking the laws of physics! How 
can you run so fast?

SAMMY OH
Oh I ran away from a witch when I 
was a wee lad didn't I? She cursed 
me to run on for a thousand years.

JAKE leaps and almost grabs ahold of SAMMY OH ... misses,   
slams into a fence, recovers ... Just in time to see SAMMY OH 
leap through a DOORWAY and SLAM the DOOR behind him ...JAKE 
readies himself and charges at the DOOR. 

JAKE tucks his shoulder in... SPRINTS at the DOOR as ... The 
DOOR OPENS (inwards) and JAKE trips into a ...

INT. THE "LOST LADS DEMONS" HIDEOUT - CONTINUOUS

Pile of FAKE HANDBAGS ... He leaps up fast, ready for fisty 
cuffs ... 
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JAKE
Got you now! Ahaha! ... Wait a 
minute. Rosie? How? Is that...

ROSIE
Hello, love. Fancy some frozen 
yogurt?

ROSIE sits on a TABLE watching over SIX teenage DEMONS and 
SAMMY OH on their knees, facing a WALL, hands interlocked 
behind their head ... Jake is taken back by the sight. 

The factory is run down ... Sleeping bags line the walls ... 
Tables with SWEING KITS spread out over the factory floor ... 
JAKE drops his fists ... His girl has it under control.

ROSIE (CONT’D)
In the words of the youth, I got 
this on lock.

JAKE
What?

SAMMY OH
Oh you're sooo hip.

ROSIE
Shut it you wannabe hamburgler. 

SAMMY OH
Oh so what're we under arrest for?

ROSIE
Counterfeit handbag hustling. Scum 
of the earth you are. Devaluing the 
luxury goods market? Makes me sick.

JAKE picks up a HANDBAG ... Sammy Oh and his crew of The 
DEMONS have replaced "HERMES" with "HADES". 

JAKE
Excellent. Well. 

JAKE accepts the FROZEN YOGURT. As he's about to taste it...

WHACK -- ROSIE smacks the BASEBALL BAT down on the TABLE. The 
DEMONS flinch. She twirls it like a BATON. 

ROSIE
NOW LISTEN UP you DEMON DIRTBAGS. 
You're ass is mine. Counterfeiting 
non-magical goods is a class seven 
FELONY.

(MORE)
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ROSIE (CONT’D)
You're looking at a fast track to 
The Downside with a special note on 
each of your files to let Coco 
Chanel walk up and down your spines 
wearing those high heels from her 
1995 collection.

The teenage DEMONS, well versed in fashion lore it seems, 
gasp in horror!

DEMON #1
Not the '95 heels! 

ROSIE
Keep interrupting me and I'll make 
it the '83s. 

They go rigid, obedient. JAKE coughs ... Feels he needs to 
support his wife.

JAKE
You don't think she'll do it? Cause 
she will. She's outta control!

DEMON #2
C'mon, mister, help us out!

ROSIE
He can't help you now. But maybe 
your leader can?

SAMMY OH
Oh no. Oh No no no no no no no.

ROSIE
On your feet, Leprechaun.

ROSIE grabs SAMMY OH by the scruff of his shirt, throws him 
into a SIDE ROOM ... locks the door behind them ... JAKE 
crosses his arms, puffs out his chest. 

Sounds of a VICIOUS BEATING come through the walls. SAMMY OH 
pleads and begs. ROSIE is vicious. JAKE'S eyes go wide, is my 
wife torturing a suspect?

The teenage DEMONS quiver, Are we next? 

DEMON #3
Sammy Oh ... He's no rat ... Won't 
squeal. 
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DEMON #4
I heard Agent Rosies a madman. 
Singlehandedly got Lucifer to 
confess to every single sin she 
ever done. 

DEMON #5
I heard she five Centaurs because 
they tried to bribe her with fake 
tickets to Hamilton. 

DEMON #6
Buried 'em in a volcano, too.

The teenage DEMONS are terrified of ROSIE. JAKE smirks.

JAKE
Oh yeah? What else you heard?

INT. SIDE ROOM, HIDEOUT - SAME TIME

ROSIE and SAMMY OH lean into a RECORDER ... They make sounds 
with their mouths of being beaten. They place the RECORDER by 
the DOOR, press PLAY. 

And relax ... SAMMY OH clicks his fingers and a POT of TEA 
appears with a tray of TERRIES ORANGES.

SAMMY OH
Oh it's good to see you, old sport.

ROSIE
You've lost weight. 

SAMMY OH
Oh are you flirting with me, Mrs. 
Brooks? A hundred years older and 
you might have a shot at these old 
bones.

ROSIE
Cheeky. 

SAMMY OH
Oh I had a feeling you would show 
up. The Zale's are making moves, 
stole my best computer guy away 
couple weeks back so now we're back 
to handbags. 
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ROSIE
Let me guess ... Enchanted handbags 
so that when your customer puts 
their purse in it, it comes 
straight to your ... 

SAMMY OH pulls an enchanted HESHEN BAG from his BREAST 
POCKET. He holds it upside down and HUNDREDS of PURSES, MAKE-
UP BAGS, and whatever the heck else women put in their 
handbags, begin to tumble out ... ROSIE twirls the BASEBALL 
BAT and smacks the HESHEN BAG, it disintegrates into a SWIRL 
of LIGHT, sent into the floor to The Downside. 

SAMMY OH
Oh OI! That's not cricket. Shame 
you're on that side of the badge, 
Rosie, you know how to think like a 
criminal. But you and your partner 
do make a cute double-act. 

ROSIE sips her TEA. 

ROSIE
Husband.

SAMMY OH
Oh that's the great Jake? Oh he's a 
fit one. 

ROSIE
I love him for his sense of humor 
and heart, and yes, the six pack at 
the start was definitely taken 
under consideration when he 
proposed.

SAMMY OH
Oh I see why you went with him over 
Anir. 

ROSIE sets the TEA down. 

ROSIE
You seen him?

SAMMY OH
Oh maybe. What's in it for me?

ROSIE
I'll put in a good word with The 
Upside for you.

SAMMY OH
Oh well now...
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ROSIE
What's he planning?

SAMMY OH
Oh so well, Anir and I got on the 
lash a few days ago. He's been 
freelance for a while now, nothing 
too evil, just a few Whsipers her 
and there to make some pocket 
change. You should have seen his 
face when I said you'd departed 
this realm. 

ROSIE
Bloody hell. I kept it under wraps 
for a reason, Sammy. You told him?

SAMMY OH
Oh aie. Now he's got this grand, 
romantic gesture of his love 
coming. So all this is your fault 
really, you know, for dying and not 
marrying him. 

ROSIE
What's he planning? Is it big?

SAMMY OH
Oh big enough that I'm hearing 
Blockers have been booked from 
Tipperary to Timbuktoo. 

ROSIE taps her BAT. 

SAMMY OH (CONT’D)
OH BUT, oh hold on now. I know he's 
running around with those Zale 
Twins and they got a meeting 
tonight -- 11PM at The Halliwell. 

ROSIE
What. Is. He. Planning. 

SAMMY OH
Word is he's going to put a Whisper 
out... To the entire world. 

A flicker of fear dances behind ROSIE'S EYES. 
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INT. THE COOL DEMONS ONLY HIDEOUT - SAME TIME

DEMON #3
 ... And then she single-handedly 
made America a free-market 
capitalist state, all because the 
ghost of President Lincoln forgot 
to send her a Happy Birthday card 
on her Birthday.

The DEMONS nod and murmor, yeah I heard about that. JAKE eats 
his FROZEN YOGURT amused.

DEMON #1
Hey, mister. Can we get off our 
knees? Its hurting. 

JAKE shrugs, sure. All the teenage DEMONS relax. 

JAKE
You all runaways?  

DEMON #1
Sammy Oh takes care of us. 
Bodacious dude, shows us how to 
survive. 

DEMON #2
Most of us are orphans. Ya Ma gives 
birth to something looking like us, 
they don't want nothing to do with 
it. 

DEMON #3
Ain't our fault we got daemon 
genes. Not a whole lotta lines of 
work of us. Not yet, anyway...

DEMON #1
Shut it, Ben.

DEMON #3
The Zale Twins gonna change 
everything. Going to make some 
chaos, make it so our kind can get 
back on top of the food-chain.

JAKE
Whoa whoa whoa. Say that again, 
except in a way that makes sense.

DEMON #4
He's a loon, sir. He ain't -- 
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JAKE
Kid, what are they planning?

DEMON #3
The Zale's been preaching about a 
reckoning for a thousand years. 
Nobody took them serious. But now 
they got an ace up their sleeve. 
Got themselves a Guardian Angel.

DEMON #2
How do you even know that?

DEMON #3
I was over at Gray Gregs the other 
day. We was playing Madden and then 
his step-dad bursts in, running his 
mouth about some job he got writing 
code for The Zale's. 

JAKE leaps to his feet. 

JAKE
Writing code? 

DEMON #2
Gray Gregs Dad is a coder. Writes 
apps. Wrote this one...

DEMON #2 hands JAKE a PHONE. JAKE squints at the screen. Sees 
the PARTY PARTY HEY LET'S START A PARTY APP.

JAKE
I know this thing...

DEMON #2 presses the PLAY button on the PHONE. The PHONE 
starts playing ELECTRONIC DANCE MUSIC.

All the DEMON'S get up and DANCE terribly. 

DEMON #2
This my jam!

WHOOOSH –- the DOOR to the SIDE ROOM flies open and SAMMY OH 
stumbles out, clutching his side. 

DEMON #2 presses PAUSE on the song.

SAMMY OH
Oh go spit! I ain't telling you 
nothin. 
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ROSIE
Fine, bite your tongue! Any of you 
so much as summon a cheeseburger 
out of a Happy Meal I’ll bust your 
arses to the downside so fast you 
won’t even know what happened. AM I 
MAKING MYSELF CLEAR?

The DEMON posse stop dancing, nod furiously. 

EXT. STREET, FACTORY TOWN - DUSK

JAKE and ROSIE approach the CAR.

JAKE
Who are the Zale Twins?

ROSIE
Evangelists. Demented. They preach 
about Demonism -- They made a mint 
off their church back in the day 
but fell away during the Age of 
Enlightenment. 

JAKE
So here's my theory. These Zale's 
got an agenda, they want chaos so 
the magic blooded can take over. 

ROSIE
Except take over in their book 
means exterminate human kind.

JAKE
Right. So your ex, Adir --

ROSIE
Anir, and he's not my ex.

JAKE
Right. He's got the power to sway 
the hearts and minds of the world.

ROSIE
Go on.

JAKE
Well one of those kids ran their 
mouth, said the Zale Twins have 
hired "Gray Gregg's Dad" whose a 
"coder."
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ROSIE
What's that?

JAKE
They make the apps. For phones.

ROSIE
Go on. 

JAKE
Well... That's all I got.

ROSIE
Solid detective work. Grey Greg's 
step-father is a piece of work. I 
say we pay him a visit. If that's a 
bust, we can stake out The 
Halliwell, the Zale's have a 
meeting there set for eleven.

Comfortable silence. They share a smile.

ROSIE (CONT’D)
(to the tune of BATMAN)

Jake and Rosie, Jake and Rosie.

JAKE
Finding clues, and kicking ass. 

ROSIE
Jake and Rosie! Jake and 
Rosie.

JAKE (CONT’D)
Jake and Rosie! Jake and 
Rosie.

INT. LIVING ROOM, GRAY GREG'S HOUSE - DAY

ROSIE kicks down the DOOR to GRAY GREG'S house ... The house 
is EMPTY. Not a stick of furniture in sight.

JAKE
Sure this is the right address?

ROSIE
Positive. 

JAKE looks the FRIDGE. The POWER CORD is out. He opens the 
FRIDGE. The ICE-CUBES in the TRAY are still FROZEN. He looks 
around.

JAKE
They scrammed recently.

ROSIE
Good eye, Columbo.
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JAKE
And just one more thing...

JAKE nods to the TRASH ... There's a DOZEN empty CUPS from 
BIG BEE'S SMOOTHIES ON MAIN. 

JAKE (CONT’D)
He must be the most regular guy in 
the city...

ROSIE
Okay. We got time to set up a 
stakeout at The Halliwell

JAKE
Let's hit it -- Wait. Damnit. 

JAKE checks his WATCH. 

EXT. STREET, GRAY GREG'S HOUSE - CONTINUOUS

ROSIE
What's wrong?

JAKE
I'm late. I promised someone -- I 
gotta be somewhere. 

JAKE takes the CAR KEYS and gets in the driver's seat of the 
CAR. ROSIE gets in the passenger seat. 

ROSIE
Where are we going?

EXT. STREET, CAMPOS RESIDENCE - DUSK

The CAR pulls up out front the CAMPOS RESIDENCE. BALLOONS are 
tied to the mailbox ... Lawn a little overgrown ... Litter in 
the gutters ... Not Brentwood.  

ROSIE
Jake? Honey, we shouldn't be here.

JAKE
I made him a promise. Trust me, 
this will only take a minute.

JAKE and ROSIE get out of the car as ... AARON rounds a 
corner overloaded with an ICE CHEST, PLATTER of TACOS and a 
bottle of MARGARITA MIX ... He drops it all when he spots 
JAKE & ROSIE.
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AARON
HOLY NUTS ON AN ICE-CREAM SUNDAY. 
IT'S YOU! Mr. & Mrs. Brooks! You 
made it!

JAKE & ROSIE exchange looks. 

JAKE
How... How did you know it was us?

AARON pulls all three into a bear hug. 

AARON
Because you're you! Just, younger! 
Okay okay, let me guess. You found 
a magic genie bottle. Your first 
wish was for Rosie to come back, 
the second to be young again, and 
the third was ... An all-expenses 
pad trip to a beach resort in 
Mexico like Tulum or maybe Cabo?

ROSIE
Not even close. 

AARON
Okay, hmm, I GOT IT. Rosie is a 
zombie with a case of the Benjamin 
Buttons--

JAKE
The what?

AARON
The Benjamin Buttons! You know, the 
medical disease where you age 
backwards? They made an incredibly 
underrated documentary about it 
with Brad Pitt and everything. So 
Jake came in contact with at the 
nursery accelerated the effects --

ROSIE
Aaron, dear. "The Benjamin 
Button's" isn't a real disease.

AARON
It's not?

JAKE
The Curious Case of Benjamin Button 
was a short story by F. Scott 
Fitzgerald. I read it at school.
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AARON looks like he just learned the world isn't flat.

AARON
Whoa. There goes that theory -- 

JAKE
It's actually --

AARON
Hold on hold on, I can get this.

AARON focuses hard. JAKE and ROSIE share a look.

AARON (CONT’D)
You were sent back from the 
afterlife to correct some 
unfinished business and in order to 
do so efficiently you were deaged 
and can thus relive your glory days 
while also healing emotional scars.

JAKE & ROSIE scratch their heads ... Shrug.

JAKE
Yeah that's pretty much it.

ROSIE
That's it really yep. 

AARON
I KNEW IT!

EXT. BACKYARD, CAMPOS RESIDENCE - CONTINUOUS

JAKE and ROSIE help AARON bring the TACOS, ICE-CHEST and 
MARGARITA MIX into the festive backyard party. It's small 
affair of 20 close friends and family putting out good vibes 
and fun energy. FAIRY LIGHTS hang above, a RECORD PLAYER 
spins in the CORNER. Beautiful FLOWERS on every TABLE.

AARON
(to JAKE & ROSIE)

I'm cool with you guys, like, being 
young and in your sexual prime 
again but so as not to mess with 
everyone's concept of reality let's 
maybe say you're Jake 'n Rosie's 
long lost great cousins?

ROSIE
Good idea. 

The party welcomes JAKE & ROSIE ... MRS. CAMPOS (45) -- 
doting Mexican mother -- pulls them into big hugs ... A 
heavily pregnant LEONELLA (24) stands, hugs JAKE & ROSIE. 
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AARON
Guys, I'd like you to meet my 
fiancee. 

LEONELLA
Aaron's always talking about your, 
um, great --

AARON
-- great, step, long lost cousins. 

JAKE glances at LEONELLA'S BABY BUMP.

JAKE
I had no idea. 

AARON
You were always so sad, I didn't 
want to... Wanna here a fun fact? 
We're getting married in a month! 

ROSIE
Congratulations! 

AARON
You're both invited, if you can 
stick around. Jake, um, I got a 
favor to ask you... I mean your 
great great step long lost cousin.

JAKE
Ask away.

AARON
My dad, well he's not really 
"around." I don't need an answer 
right away, but I was hoping he'd 
would be able to walk me down the 
aisle, give me away?

JAKE and ROSIE share looks. 

LEONELLA
Um, sweetie, it's my dad who walks 
me down the aisle. I think you mean 
to ask if Jake would like to be 
your best man?

AARON
That's right! I always get that 
switched up. 
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JAKE
When I see Jake I'll ask, and ... 
He'll say yes. It'll be his honor.

AARON
Amazing! Now it is a Shogun 
wedding, so he has to dress like a 
samurai.

LEONELLA
Shotgun, babe. Shotgun.

AARON
What? No. We can't expect our 
guests to dress like shotguns...

JAKE grins. He's getting teary. Let the good times roll. 

MONTAGE:

- BREAD is broken, laughs shared.
- JAKE clips MINT LEAFS from a SHRUB. 
- ROSIE & JAKE make MOJITOS for the party. 
- The CHILDREN at the PARTY attack a PINATA. 
- JAKE & ROSIE eat, talk, hold hands under the table.
 
LATER
 
MRS. CAMPOS taps on a GLASS. The party settles down. JAKE 
pulls ROSIE in beside him, arm around her...

MRS. CAMPOS
My Aaron is my world. If I'm being 
honest, he's definitely one of my 
top two favorite kids. 

AARON'S three SISTERS rib him ... Party laughs

MRS. CAMPOS (CONT’D)
He's got a good heart. I was 
worried for awhile, when he was a 
teenager he... well he listened to 
some really white people music. 
Started hanging out with the wrong 
crowd. But he got on the right 
track and met a good soul. 

AARON grins, LEONELLA pecks his cheek. 

MRS. CAMPOS (CONT’D)
And my little boy... Going to be a 
father. My heart is ... So proud.
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MRS. CAMPOS tears up ... AARON pulls her into a hug. The 
PARTY awws ... JAKE pulls a YELLOW ENVELOPE from his POCKET 
... ROSIE raises an eyebrow. 

JAKE
I... I have something I'd like to 
say, if you don't mind. 

The party goes quiet. All eyes on JAKE, nervous. ROSIE sets a 
hand on his, and he calms. 

JAKE (CONT’D)
Back in my day, um, the day, a 
house cost 3,000 bucks. We had a 
salary of give or take, 1,000 a 
year. See where I’m going with 
this? Nowadays a house costs 
600,000, and I know how much you 
make so I know how hard it is to 
save. Ain’t hard. It’s impossible. 
Aaron’s a good kid. You raised a 
good son, Mrs. Campos. 

MRS. CAMPOS swells with pride. 

JAKE (CONT’D)
After, after we, they, lost Henry 
... Kids were never on the cards 
for Rosie and Jake again. But Aaron 
here? I didn't even know he was 
expecting.

AARON
Oh I'm not pregnant, Leonella is.

JAKE
Ya got heart. When Jake's gone –- 
gone gone, I mean, Elvis has left 
the building gone –- I want you to 
open that. 

JAKE passes over the ENVELOPE ... AARON looks at it for a 
moment ...  then tears it open.

JAKE (CONT’D)
Kid, I said wait until...

AARON'S eyes well up. He looks to JAKE. JAKE'S embarrassed by 
the emotion. AARON gives him a respectful nod. 

MRS. CAMPOS
What does it say?
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AARON
It says... I get a five free 
sessions with a personal trainer at 
the "Old Is New" Gym! WHOOOOOOOO!

The party claps politely ... The BIRTHDAY CAKE comes out, 
Happy Birthday is sung ... 

EXT. STREET, CAMPOS RESIDENCE - NIGHT

JAKE & ROSIE  make an Irish exit and head out. AARON runs up 
and throws an arm around them, warm tears in his eyes. 

JAKE
Easy, kid. Another copy of the 
letter's with my lawyer, so 
everything's taken care of. 

ROSIE
(ignored)

What are you two talking about?

AARON
You got a lot of years left in ya, 
slick. Got a lot left to teach me.

JAKE
Do tell your ma that she was a 
fantastic host.

AARON
Mrs. B. ... You hanging around?

ROSIE
One night only kinda thing. 

AARON
Anything I can do to help?

JAKE
Maybe...

ROSIE
We're not getting Aaron involved...

JAKE
Say you got access to the shmuck 
who made that app you keep dancing 
to.

AARON pulls out his PHONE. OPENS the PARTY PARTY LET'S START 
A PARTY APP. Presses PLAY. DANCES. 
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JAKE (CONT’D)
Yep. That's ... The one.

ROSIE shimmies and shakes too .. JAKE groans.

AARON
Number one app in the country right 
now. 

JAKE
Say you got the guy who made it. 
What could he do with it?

AARON
Start a heck of a lot of parties? 

JAKE
What else?

AARON
Hmmm. If you had access to the guy 
deciding who picks what it plays, 
you could have it play whatever 
song you wanted. 

ROSIE
How often does it switch songs?

AARON
Every night at midnight you get a 
fresh way to start a da party.

JAKE and ROSIE share looks and rush to the car. Aarons 
cracked this thing wide-open.

ROSIE
You're amazing. Don't open the app 
tonight -- trust me.

AARON nods, claps his hands together. 

ARRON
You got it, boss.

JAKE gets in the car.

ROSIE
(to AARON)

Thank you for taking care of him. 
He loves you, he might not say it, 
but he does. 
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AARON
(to JAKE)

Love you too, you big softie. 

AARON exits. ROSIE gets in the car. Hesitates before starting 
the ENGINE.

ROSIE
What was in that letter?

JAKE pauses ... 

JAKE
Nothing ... Just ... Left him the 
garden. And the house. 

ROSIE grins. That's the man she fell in love.

ROSIE
I love you so bloody much, Jake 
Brooks.

JAKE
(burying his emotion)

Right. Back to business. Let's --

Before JAKE can finish his sentence, ROSIE throws the car 
into first and roars away.

EXT. THE HALLIWELL, NIGHTCLUB DISTRICT, DOWNTOWN - NIGHT

JAKE & ROSIE screech to a stop outside a bougie CLUB. Their 
hair a total mess, panting. They share a look –- that was 
fun.

JAKE
I like this car. I really really 
like it.

JAKE & ROSIE exit ... ROSIE throws the keys to a VALET ... 
The line of good looking partiers wait impatiently as 
pounding ELECTRONIC MUSIC thumps onto the filthy streets. 

ROSIE approaches the 7ft BOUNCER and clears her throat ... 
BOUNCER nods to the back of the line. ROSIE shoots him a 
look. BOUNCER holds out his hand. 

JAKE & ROSIE fish out their I.D.'s – Their old faces smile 
back ... BOUNCER raises his eyebrows. Sighs. Opens the DOOR 
to the CLUB. 
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ROSIE peers in and sees bouncing BODS in the stock Vegas-y 
CLUB rock back and forward. Strobe lights. You've seen it all 
before. ROSIE raises an EYEBROW. 

This ain't The Halliwell. 

ROSIE reaches into her HANDBAG and shows the HILT of the 
BASEBALL BAT ...  The BOUNCER gets the idea. He closes the 
DOOR. Makes a complicated series of KNOCKS. REOPENS the DOOR. 

JAKE'S face says it all –- This is...

INT. THE HALLIWELL - CONTINUOUS

The HALLIWELL is a DIVE BAR halfway to being a BROTHEL. 
Various MONSTERS ... GHOULS, WITCHES, WERESHARKS, FAERIES, 
WIZARDS, RICK & MORTY, CENTAURS ... engage in lively 
conversation and dark business deals ... 

The DJAY spins an electro mix. The dance floor is alive and 
pumping.

JAKE
So this is what they call music 
these days?

ROSIE
I know, right?

JAKE
I kind of like it.

ROSIE
I know, right!

A FAERIE pick-pockets a five piece suit wearing CENTAUR, but 
spots ROSIE and returns the WALLET. 

ROSIE (CONT’D)
Thirsty?

JAKE
Parched. 

ROSIE
Tell 'em I'll have the usual. Say 
you're with me. 

ROSIE approaches a FORMONIAN at a nearby TABLE. They share a 
secret handshake ... JAKE heads to the...

BAR
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A MINOTAUR BARTENDER (20) approaches. 

JAKE
Hello good sir. Whatdya got?

MINOTAUR BARTENDER
I look like a menu?

JAKE
Well. Rosie said she'll have her 
usual. I'll have the same.

The MINOTAUR BARTENDER's EARS perk-up. 

MINOTAUR BARTENDER
Rosie? The Rosie?

An ELFEN BARKEEP (35) -- oversized ears -- approaches. 
MINOTAUR BARTENDER exits. At HIGH SPEED the ELFEN BARKEEP 
mixes a complicated cocktail with dozens of ingredients. 

ELFEN BARKEEP
Forgive, Shawn -- His manners were 
lost after King Minos gelded him. 

JAKE
Ouch.

ELFEN BARKEEP
Now you must be the great Jake our 
Rosie never stopped talking about.

JAKE
She mentioned me?

ELFEN BARKEEP
I'd say every mag-blooded fiend in 
here made a pass at her over the 
years -- myself included. Turned 
them all down in the name of Jake 
the Great. Good to put a face to a 
name. Cara.

JAKE and CARA shake hands. Firm handshake. 

JAKE
Cara, can I tell you something?

CARA
I'm all ears. 

JAKE
This is all a bit... Funny.
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CARA
You're handling it splendidly.

JAKE
I went to sleep as a 96 year old. 
Woke up as a 26 year old. 

CARA
Hmm.

JAKE
My dead wife is alive again, and 26 
too, and get this, turns out she 
was a the #1 demon bounty hunter on 
the West Coast.

CARA
And Mid-West.

JAKE
And Mid-West! And she never once 
told me about any of this. 

CARA
You're her home. This her work. She 
lived a balanced life. 

CARA finishes the DRINKS ... They radiate a soft BLUE LIGHT. 
JAKE opens his WALLET. 

CARA (CONT’D)
Rosie's money's no good here. 

JAKE drops a TWENTY on the counter. 

CARA (CONT’D)
Come back anytime. 

NEARBY

Out of sight, MINOTAUR BARTENDER punches a number into PHONE. 

MINOTAUR BARTENDER
(to PHONE)

She's here. And so is the husband.

He hangs up. 

MEZZANINE

ROSIE waves JAKE over to an EMPTY TABLE. 

JAKE
Having fun?
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JAKE looks around. 

ROSIE
Best day of my afterlife. 

ROSIE downs her DRINK in one hit. JAKE copies her ... Grits 
his teeth ... The GLASS is full again.  

ROSIE grabs his hand and drags him onto the 

DANCEFLOOR

JAKE'S awkward at first. All these people. The lights. 

ROSIE (CONT’D)
Sammy Oh was right. Anir's picking 
up some Mumbo-Jumbo here later on. 

JAKE
Mumbo-Jumbo? You guys gotta get 
more creative with your names.

ROSIE
It's like Magic steroids. Soups up 
powers. 

JAKE
That does not sound good.

ROSIE
We got this. 

The DJAY fades to a remix of a Benny Goodman's 50's banger 
"SING SING SING".

CARA takes the STAGE, crones into the microphone ... JAKE 
loosens up. The crowd on the DANCEFLOOR clears away. 

JAKE starts to move. ROSIE moves in sync ... Now they're 
dancing, and what a sight ... They look good, leg over leg, 
spin, pivot, twist. It's a routine they haven't done in 
decades, but they nail every beat ... They BOP, TWIST, SWING, 
JIVE and do THE MADISON. 

The music slows. JAKE pulls ROSIE in close. 

ROSIE (CONT’D)
Hi.

JAKE
The name's Jake. I'm a florist and 
like crosswords. 
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ROSIE
Pleased ta meet ya. The name's 
Rosie. I'm demon hunting bounty 
hunter sent back from The Otherside 
to hunt down a nasty jackass with a 
crush on me. 

JAKE
Well then what's a nice gal like 
you doing in a place like this?

ROSIE
Looking for trouble. 

JAKE
Suppose you found it.

ROSIE
Suppose I outghta arrest ya. 

JAKE
Suppose I take you out on a date 
instead. 

ROSIE
Suppose I let you. 

JAKE
How does every night this week, 
next week, and every week after 
that work for you?

ROSIE saddens. 

ROSIE
Jake...

JAKE
Just pretend. 

ROSIE
When the sun comes up I get 
automatically Swooshed back. 

JAKE
Some of these fellas snuck back, 
right?

ROSIE
Even if we save the world, The 
Upside will have me in chains 
scrubbing lavatories in The 
Downside for a couple thousand 
years. 
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JAKE
Ah that's the tomorrow. Let's live 
in the now. And if that's all we 
get, then I want it all.

ROSIE places her head on JAKE'S chest. She lifts her head 
slightly. They're lips almost connects as...

BBZZZZZZ –- The LIGHTS flicker ON and OFF. 

ROSIE grabs the BAT from the bag ... When the LIGHTS come 
back on, the CLUB is empty. No music. Just JAKE. ROSIE. 

And a beefcake of a SNAKE-DEMON (40) who slow claps.

SNAKE-DEMON
That was adorable. Oh my, no keep 
going. 

JAKE
Oh for the love of --

JAKE grabs the BASEBALL BAT from ROSIE and marches to the 
DEMON ... The SNAKE-DEMON pulls a KNIFE and lunges. 

JAKE twists and avoids the KNIFE. He CRACKS the BAT against 
the DEMON'S WRIST, the hilt against its nose, and launches a 
swing at the DEMON'S GUT. 

BOOOM –- The DEMON bursts into a cloud of golden ash as it's 
soul is knocked through the walls of The Halliwell at 100 
miles an hour. 

JAKE looks to the BAT, to ROSIE. I want one.

The LIGHTS flicker again. JAKE rushes to ROSIE. The LIGHTS 
normalize to reveal a DOZEN DEMONS of all varieties (think of 
an animal and cross it with someone from Florida) -- perched 
around the BAR. 

JAKE (CONT’D)
Oh for the love of... CAN I PLEASE. 
GET A MOMENT ALONE. WITH MY WIFE!

On cue in dances... The mercurial... The devilishly dapper... 
ANIR (aka MR. THIRTEEN), fedora and all.

Close behind are The ZALE TWINS. 

ANIR
No.

The DEMONS in the room stand a little straighter as he 
softshoes around them.
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ANIR (CONT’D)
Rosie, Rosie, ROSIE. My love. My 
world. HRNG! You look good enough 
to be my next, and last, wife. 

ROSIE
Anir. As subtle as ever. 

ANIR
Part of my charm! You wouldn't love 
me if I wasn't so damn smooth.

ROSIE
I don't love you. At all. 

ANIR
Lie.

ROSIE
Fact. 

ANIR
I watched your wedding, and if I 
remember correctly, you promised to 
love each other until death do you 
part. Seeing as though death hath 
paid you a visit and done your 
souls apart, I believe you're free 
to take my hand, for I am the one 
you really love. 

ANIR'S goes down on a KNEE and offers a DIAMOND RING to 
ROSIE. ROSIE isn't impressed. 

ROSIE
Anir. For the hundredth time, I'm 
flattered, but it's a hard pass. 

ANIR
Babe. When I found out you died, I 
was... I cried. Real tears. Last 
time I cried was in 1604 -- 

ROSIE
When Guy Fawkes failed to blow up 
Parliament. Yes, you've mentioned. 

ANIR stands. Embarrassed. But civil. He walks over to the 
BAR. The MINOTAUR-BARTENDER enters and hands over a CASK of 
glowing a PINK FLUID .... The MUMBO-JUMBO. 

ANIR
I think you'll change your tune 
when you see what I'm about to do. 
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The ZALE TWINS move and SPEAK in SYNC.

ZALE TWINS
We got you to thank for helping 
Anir see the light. We're going to 
change this mad world. Change every 
little thing about it. 

ANIR sniffs the CASK, excited. He sticks the BOTTLE, 
impossibly, into his SUIT JACKET pocket.

ANIR
Rosie, it's not too late.. 

JAKE
She's made up her mind, slick. Why 
don't you and the Funky Bunch go 
find another dimension to cry in.

ANIR
Whoa whoa, Daddy-O. We're all 
friendly here. Mind if I have this 
dance?

He claps his hands ... BIG BAND music begins to blare through 
the SPEAKERS. 

JAKE
Over my dead body.

ANIR
If you insist.

ROSIE gets between them.

ANIR (CONT’D)
Think your husband wants to dance.

ROSIE
He'll kick your arse, Anir. 

ANIR offers a hand. 

ANIR
Friends?

JAKE looks to ROSIE, nervous ... He takes the high-road. 

As soon as JAKE shakes HANDS with ANIR, the two of them 
VANISH INTO THIN AIR along with THE ZALE TWINS.

CLUNK -- the BASEBALL BAT drops to the ground. 

It's just ROSIE and the DEMONS.
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ROSIE
JAKE! Where'd they go? Answer me!

A DRAGON-DEMON steps forward, cracks their knuckles. 

DRAGON-DEMON
Relax, babe. Anir and Jake just 
having a chat is all. 

ROSIE
Take me to them. 

DRAGON-DEMON
No can do. We're here to keep you 
company. Play nice, so will we --

CRUNCH -- ROSIE launches a KNEE to DRAGON-DEMON'S crown 
jewels ... He drops like a sack of potatoes. A LADY-BUG-DEMON 
steps forward. ROSIE looks to the BAT left behind by JAKE.

LADY-BUG-DEMON
Touch that bat and it'll be the 
last thing you ever do. 

ROSIE KICKS the HILT of the BAT and it flies into the air. 
She grabs it. 

ROSIE
I was hoping you'd say that.

All the remaining DEMONS stand and ready themselves for the 
fight. Some pull out CHAINS. Others BATONS. 

ROSIE (CONT’D)
Last chance. Tell me where my 
husband is.

LADY-BUG-DEMON
Or what?

ROSIE
This.

The fight begins. Holy guacamole, Batman – Rosie can move. 
ROSIE smacks LADY-BUG-DEMON across the JAW ...

LADY-BUG-DEMON reels, bears her RAZOR SHARP TEETH. She grabs 
a BOTTLE and throws it at ROSIE. 

ROSIE ducks. 

The BOTTLE flies and hits MINOTAUR-BARTENDER square in the 
eyes. He collapses, unconscious ... ROSIE hits LADY-BUG-DEMON 
in the GUT and she disintegrates. 
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ROSIE (CONT’D)
Anyone else cruisin for a brusin?

The DEMONS look at one another. LAUGH hysterically. 

ROSIE (CONT’D)
What? It was a popular expression 
from the -- Forget it. 

ROSIE roars ... Charges through the bar as the DEMONS swarm 
in!

EXT. ROOFTOP, DOWNTOWN - SAME TIME

JAKE, ANIR and The ZALE TWINS appear on the deserted ROOFTOP. 
ANIR clicks his fingers and a FLASHY dinner TABLE with 
BEAUTIFUL FOOD appears. 

ANIR
Now before you say anything, hear 
me out. 

JAKE fumes ... The ZALE TWINS move to a BAR and MIX DRINKS.

ZALE TWINS
Our guys are top of the line Demon 
Mercenaries. All came highly 
recommended from the Prince of 
Darkness himself. Rosie is in safe 
hands.

ANIR
Dial down the passive agressive 
threats. He's a friend of Rosies, 
so he's a friend of mine.

ANIR'S charm relaxes JAKE.  

JAKE
You promise Rosie's fine?

ANIR
She's old friends with a couple of 
them. Probably trading stories, 
knocking back a shot or two. 

CUT TO: THE BAR – ROSIE kicks a WOLF-DEMON into a SHELF of 
SPIRITS.

JAKE pauses, hesitant.
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ANIR (CONT’D)
Sit! I want to break bread with 
you, bud. 

JAKE sits. The FOOD does look good. 

ANIR (CONT’D)
So she never once told you about 
any of this?

JAKE
No.

ANIR
Probably so you wouldn't worry 
about her. She's the best, isn't 
she? All heart. 

JAKE
How do you know my wife?

As ANIR speaks, he waves his hands to conjure LIGHT PUPPETS 
(stick figures and structures) appear to enact the story on 
the TABLE. 

ANIR
Once upon a time, I was a good 
company man for The Upside, a five-
star Guardian Angel. We whispered 
into the ears of politicians, tried 
to keep the world from falling 
apart. Rosie and I shared one of 
the most magical nights with each 
other. 1941, during The Blitz. 
Bombs going off everywhere. I was 
there to tell Churchill -- that's 
beside the point. I was in his 
offices, and in walks this vision 
of beauty and class and then BOOM. 
Bombs fall. We rush to the bomb 
shelters, and wouldn't you know it, 
the door closed right behind Rosie 
and I. Everyone else was fine, they 
sought shelter elsewhere, but 
rubble buried our only way out. For 
a whole night we just... Talked. 
Chatted. She listened, and I fell 
in love. Before I knew it, we were 
rescued. She got posted in Vichy. 
Met you. I've spent every damn day 
since regretting that I didn't tell 
her how I felt. 

JAKE plays it cool.  
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ANIR (CONT’D)
She never mentioned me?

JAKE shakes his head. He feels for the guy. 

ANIR (CONT’D)
I just, I saw in her something I'd 
never seen before. Cheeky, and 
loving, and everything I wasn't -- 
but everything wanted to be.

JAKE
I know exactly what you're talking 
about.

ANIR
We coulda had adventures together. 
Coulda hunted dragons in The 
Downside. Partied with the best in 
The Upside. She could have lived 
like a Queen. 

JAKE
Mr. Anir. I don't think you know 
Rosie as well as you think you do.

ANIR fights every urge to SCREAM at JAKE. 

JAKE (CONT’D)
We were married for seventy-five 
years. She was my best friend and 
not once did she ever ask for a 
tiara. Or to hunt dragons. 

ANIR
She asked for a kid. You couldn't 
give her that.

JAKE does everything he can to not lose his temper.

JAKE
Low blow, slick. 

ANIR
You stole my girl, bud.

JAKE
Not how I see it. See, in my life, 
there's a before Rosie, and an 
after Rosie. Everything before is 
just... A fog.
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ZALE TWINS
Tick tock, Anir. Being in the 
present of a human makes us sick.

ANIR
The man's about to tell me how he 
stole my girl, so relax wouldja! 
Sorry, Jake, continue.

JAKE
1941. I was on loan to the R.A.F. 
Couldn't understand a word anyone 
was saying. "Biscuits." "Cuappas." 
The squad were pulling four, five 
runs a day, sleeping in our cockpit 
while ground crews refuelled.

CAMERA tracks into JAKE'S eye to reveal a series of hand-
drawn ANIMATIONS visualizing his harrowing story. 

ANIMATED SKETCHES OVER A BLACK BACKGROUND

The PLANES, PILOTS, SKY and EARTH are scratchy and 
incomplete, as if the sequence has been painted with a filthy 
brush.

JAKE (CONT’D)
Winter was hard. The winds took out 
as many of my squad-mates as the 
Luftwaffe. H.Q. got word of a 
secret Chlorine Gas Factory. 
Captain asked for unmarried men 
only. We all knew what that meant. 
Of the twelve who volunteered, I 
was one of the four selected for 
the bombing run.

HANDS shoot into the sky, pilots volunteering ... In the 
BACKGROUND, FOUR planes streak through the turbulent skies. 

JAKE (CONT’D)
We were over Belgium, winds 
battering, when we saw it. Biggest 
darn factory I'd ever seen. Size of 
a farm, ten football fields. It had 
to go. 

INSIDE the COCKPIT as JAKE reacts in awe ... Trepidation. He 
looks up and spots ... An entire SQUADRON of LUFTWAFFE on the 
horizon ... A DOGFIGHT ensues ... PLANES EXPLODE ... JAKE 
weaves through the DEBRIS. 
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JAKE (CONT’D)
Then we heard something. Like a 
swarm of bees. The clouds parted 
and there they were. Thirty 
Junkers, all red and black, and all 
coming for us. I was in a 
Hurricane, damn good plane. But we 
knew we were gonna meet our maker 
that day. Brady, in the bomber to 
my left, he was the first to go. 
They shot out his wings, engines 
were on fire. It was a wall of 
bullets, so we all dived. 

One PLANE, badly damaged, CORKSCREWS towards the FACTORY.

JAKE (CONT’D)
Anti-aircraft shells exploded 
around us. Brady, son of a gun, 
he's corkscrewing. But he's got 
just enough control. I take out a 
Junker about to hit him, but a 
bullet goes wild and shatters the 
cockpit. Closest shave of my life, 
missed me by a fleas forefinger. 
Mad Dog Dermot wasn't going down 
without a fight. He flew right into 
the hornet's nest, brought us a few 
extra seconds. Glass is everywhere, 
bullets zip past. But Brady, Brady 
does it. Hits his mark. Bombs away.

The FACTORY explodes, plums of WHITE and BLACK caustic GAS 
rise into the SKY. JAKE'S PLANE weaves through the smoke, his 
eyes water and sting as the GAS whips past. 

JAKE (CONT’D)
Starts a chain reaction. Dermot 
ejects, but they shoot his 
parachute out just for fun. Pierce, 
a Welsh fella in a Blenheim, he 
hits his mark too but gets taken 
out. Mission accomplished though. 
Pierce and Brady's packages start a 
chain reaction. Factory does down 
like exploding dominos, only now I 
got three Junkers on my six. So I 
do the only thing I can think of. I 
try and lose them in the smoke of 
the explosions. Only it ain't 
smoke. It's Chlorine Gas. Not a 
lot, but just enough gets through 
my goggles. I take one last look at 
my instruments, and set a course. 
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The screen goes a milky BLACK.

JAKE (CONT’D)
I was aiming for England. Even 
crashing in the channel would be a 
relief compared to the beating I'd 
get from the Germans after what 
we'd done. Hours pass, the fuel 
dries up. Engines go. I deploy the 
wheels, say a few words, hope I get 
to see my folks when the inevitable 
happens ... Then I crashed. 

INT. BLACK VOID - CONTINUOUS

The animation ends. Real life begins. JAKE, eyes BANDAGED, in 
a HOSPITAL BED. ROSIE with a NOTEBOOK, listening to JAKE 
speak, writing down every word.

JAKE
Someone above was looking out for 
me that day. I crashed in a field. 
Outside a little town I couldn't 
pronounce. The allies had taken 
back the town a day earlier, and I 
was in the only hospital for a 
hundred clicks. This woman held my 
hand, told me her name. Said she 
was sent to do the debrief. I told 
her it was a success. Told her of 
Brady and Dermot and Pierce. Said 
it wasn't fair that I survived and 
they didn't. She listened to every 
word I had to say. Then I asked her 
a few questions. We talked. Told me 
she also lost her parents young. 
Made jokes. Felt good to laugh. I 
asked if she could come back the 
next day, and she did. She came 
back. 

EXT. BLACK VOID - CONTINUOUS

From the darkness, elements of a FOREST ROAD come into view, 
just lightly. A BRANCH here, COBBLE ROADS there. JAKE and 
ROSIE walk arm in arm, JAKE still BLIND.

JAKE
She got me on my feet, made me look 
sharp. We just walked, arm in arm. 
Drank wine in the town square. 
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At a damaged PIANO held together by the grace of God, JAKE & 
ROSIE play. DUSTY bottles of WINE sit on the ground beside 
them. 

JAKE (CONT’D)
A little piano was off to the side. 
She held my hands over the keys, 
taught me how to play a few notes. 
Right then and there, I got down on 
one knee and asked her to marry me.   
She said yes. 

EXT. ROOFTOP, DOWNTOWN - CONTINUOUS

JAKE returns from the memory. Misty eyed. 

JAKE
And I was never alone again. The 
effects of the gas wore off a few 
weeks later and I regained my 
eyesight, but I -- I couldn't bring 
myself to set foot in a cockpit 
ever again. Not even a plane.  

ANIR
Far out. What a yarn. 

JAKE
Stop whatever you've got planned. 
It's not too late.  

ANIR
Yeah. Yeah it is. For me, at least. 
I can get anything in the world I 
want, but the only thing I want is 
a Rosie. So I'm going to give 
people the courage to do it. If 
they want something, I'm going to 
give them the courage to go out and 
get it. One Whisper to save the 
world from a lifetime of regret.

JAKE
You'll start wars.

ANIR
Maybe. But maybe some people will 
find true love.

JAKE
You can't force people to fall in 
love. 
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ANIR
Not forcing, just, guiding. 
Everyone will be free to let the 
world know how they feel.

ANIR eyes JAKE'S WEDDING RING. 

ANIR (CONT’D)
Look on the brightside, bud. If I 
succeed, there's a fair chance The 
Otherside will keep Rosie here to 
clean up --

BOOM -- The DOOR to the ROOFTOP is kicked open. A CAT-DEMON 
is obliterated into a shower of dust. ROSIE steps onto the 
ROOFTOP, a little roughed up, and a lot furious.

ROSIE
ANIR. You good for nothing, wet 
sock of a --

ANIR
Rosie --

ROSIE
Shut your sauce box and listen up.

ROSIE marches to ANIR, BAT raised ... The ZALE BROTHERS step 
forward to ATTACK.

ANIR
Lay a hand on her and the deal is 
off.

ZALE TWINS
Don't be weak. These impure 
creations must be extinguished. 

ANIR
That wasn't the plan.

ZALE TWINS
We are superior to them in every 
way. We are the natural leaders of 
Midgard. With your influence we 
will purge their kind.

JAKE
Back in my day we had a word for 
people like you.

ZALE TWINS
Oh?
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JAKE
Nazis. 

The ZALE BROTHERS continue to approach ... JAKE tries to 
tackle them but his battered away by an INVISIBLE FORCE.

ANIR
I'm warning you. STOP.

ZALE TWINS
Any last words you filthy misguided 
creature? 

ANIR
I got one I'd like to share...

The ZALE TWINS freeze in their tracks. ANIR has the BOTTLE of 
MUMBO-JUMBO in his HAND.

ZALE TWINS
That cost us our family fortune. 
Put it down. Anir!

ANIR takes the TINIEST of SIPS. His EYE COLOR flickers 
through all the COLORS OF THE RAINBOW .... As he enunciates 
the following, he exhales a purple SMOKE.

ANIR
Jump. 

The SMOKE spirals towards THE ZALE TWINS. Without hesitation 
they WALK to the LEDGE of the ROOFTOP and JUMP. JAKE and 
ROSIE rush to the ledge and watch as they SPLATTER into a 
shower of GOLDEN SPARKS.

When they turn back to the ROOFTOP, ANIR has disappeared. 

JAKE
Are you okay?

ROSIE
Peachy. You boys have a good chin-
wag? I just had to dispatch a 
LEGION of demented demons to The 
Downside. SINGLE-HANDEDLY.

JAKE
He said you were safe.

ROSIE
He's a liar. His nice guy acts 
always works on everyone. But when 
a woman says he's a total scumbag 
do they believe them? Noooo.
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JAKE'S disappointed in himself ... ROSIE pulls him into a 
HUG.

ROSIE (CONT’D)
I thought I lost you. 

JAKE
Now you know I felt. 

They separate. ROSIE grabs a BOTTLE of WHISKEY from the TABLE 
and pours herself a generous SHOT. 

JAKE (CONT’D)
I just... I was just starting to do 
alright without you. Broke my damn 
heart but... I don't think you know 
how hard this is for me. 

ROSIE
I just fought -- 

JAKE
I mean you being here. I love you, 
I'll go to the ends of the world 
for you. I wanted nothing more than 
one more day with you, and I got 
it! But even if we stop Anir, you 
still disappear tomorrow. And I'll 
be more alone than ever, I'll have 
a million questions --

ROSIE
Whatever happened to "live in the 
moment"? 

ROSIE pours herself another SHOT. Drinks it. 

ROSIE (CONT’D)
To all good things. 

JAKE
What if... What if you let Anir do 
his thing? Is there a chance you 
could stay?

ROSIE
I can't do that. I can't let him. 
He's going to hurt people. 

JAKE
Be selfish for once!
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ROSIE
I'm not the kind of person to stand 
by while something like this 
happens. You know. I know you're 
not either. 

JAKE pours himself a SHOT of WHISKEY. Drinks it. 

JAKE
To all good things. I'm going home.

EXT. THE HALLIWELL, NIGHTCLUB DISTRICT, DOWNTOWN - CONTINUOUS

JAKE and ROSIE walk in silence. Smoke POURS from the DOOR to 
the CLUB. TRASH strewn everywhere. The BOUNCER cowering in 
the corner. 

ROSIE reaches the CAR.

ROSIE
At least let me drive you home.

JAKE
I'll take the bus.

ROSIE and JAKE share a defeated look. This isn't what either 
of them wanted. SAMMY OH and his DAEMON cohort approach.  

SAMMY OH
Oh hello lovelies.

ROSIE
Not now Sammy...

SAMMY OH
Oh I think you want to see what we 
found. 

JAKE and ROSIE share a tense look.

INT. CHURCH BASEMENT - NIGHT

Filthy piles of old CHAIRS, broken PEWS ... And a pristine 
SUPERCOMPUTER. A nerdy WRAITH-DEMON (45) is GAGGE, DBOUND, to 
a CHAIR surrounded by HAMBURGER WRAPPERS ... SMOOTHIE CUPS.

JAKE, ROSIE, SAMMY OH, and the DEMONS look down on the 
WRAITH-DEMON. -

ROSIE
Who is this? 
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SAMMY OH
After we spoke I pounded the 
pavement. 

ROSIE
You're not an D.A. Agent. 

SAMMY OH
Oh you deputized me, remember?

ROSIE
I didn't.

SAMMY OH
Oh, forgetting things in yer old 
age you are. Beside the point 
really. See, oh, I was thinking -- 
How could Anir put a whisper out to 
the entire world? So I asked the 
lads they said... 

DEMON #2
Kids. Adults. Everyone these days 
sleeps with their phones next to 
them, right? Bedside table, under 
the pillow. The Zale Twins and Anir 
hired Theo here to send a 
subliminal whisper to the entire 
world while everyone is asleep. 
Kind of genius, right? BOOM.

ROSIE
Okay but who is this?

SAMMY OH
Oh this is the best part. So we go 
to Gray Gregs house to see if his 
step-dad was around to chat and 
verify our theory but we get there 
and the place is empty. Not a stick 
of furniture in the joint. But...

SAMMY OH walks over to the TABLE and picks up a SMOOTHIE CUP. 

SAMMY OH (CONT’D)
Oh see Theo here is addicted to 
these here smoothies, so my little 
Lost Lads staked out every smoothie 
joint in the neighbourhood and low 
and behoooold who do we find? Theo, 
AKA, Grey Gregg's Dad. 
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ROSIE
Talk about burying the lede -- 
Sammy Oh you are a rockstar.

JAKE
I'm having a senior moment. What is 
all this?

DEMON #2 / BEN presses play on his PHONE. The APP, PARTY 
PARTY HEY LET'S START A PARTY, begins to play. SAMMY OH 
removes the GAG from THEO the WRAITH-DEMON.

THEO
This the most advanced hardware 
this side of The Sides. More ram 
than all of Scotland and -- 

SAMMY OH puts the GAG back on THEO. 

ROSIE
Does Anir know we're here?

SAMMY OH
Oh he's probably as far away as he 
can be. Once the havoc starts the 
Blockers will abandon him, every 
Guardian Angel will be out for his 
head, but by then it'll be too 
late.

ROSIE
He could be anywhere, maybe not 
even in Midside.

ROSIE sizes up the SUPERCOMPUTER ... Takes out her BASEBALL 
BAT ... With all her might, ROSIE swings the BAT at the 
SUPERCOMPUTER, but it won't connect. 

ROSIE'S launched back and lands on a pile of CHAIRS. JAKE 
rushes to her side. She's okay ... SAMMY OH removes THEOS gag 
again. 

THEO
Anir's got a protection spell over 
the computer. Ain't nothing you can 
do to stop him.

ROSIE glances at a CLOCK on the SCREEN: 11:59:35. 25 seconds 
before the WHISPER goes out to the WORLD. 

SAMMY OH
We can do this the easy way, or the 
hard way. 
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SAMMY OH massages his fist, ready to attack ... JAKE looks at 
the COMPUTER. Frowns. ROSIE and the YOUNG DEMONS PANIC. 

THEO
It can't be stopped: The future is 
coming. The truth will change 
everything! Our kind will reign for 
a MILLION YEARS --

The LIGHTS flicker ... ROSIE gets her BAT out, ready to 
attack whatever comes next. 

The LIGHTS stop flickering and the SUPERCOMPUTER has... 
Powered-down. Everyone looks to JAKE. He holds the POWER 
PLUG. 

JAKE
When in doubt... 

ROSIE smiles ... The TEENAGE DAEMONS holler and cheer.

SAMMY OH
(to DEMONS)

Oh see how communication is the 
cornerstone of great teamwork? As 
evidenced here. 

THEO laughs at the top of his lungs ... Everyone's blood runs 
cold. 

THEO
You don't think he has a Plan B? 
Anir thought of everything, 'sept 
now it's going to hurt a whole lot 
more. 

JAKE
Speak straight.

THEO
He didn't use the Mumbo-Jumbo on 
the computer...

ROSIE approaches, BAT RAISE... JAKE holds her back.

THEO (CONT’D)
Now Anir's going to do this the old 
fashioned way; Summoning a good ol' 
fashioned Shadow. 

ROSIE
Oh are you fudging kidding me. 

JAKE checks his WATCH.  
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JAKE
Rosie...

ROSIE snatches up her BAT ... jams it into THEO'S FACE. 

ROSIE
WHERE.

THEO
I...  He mentioned a garden? Said 
he wanted to be with the Roses 
while the world burned. 

JAKE
ROSIE. It's past midnight.

JAKE looks to his watch ... ROSIE goes white. They're too 
late.

INT. BEDROOM, CAMPOS RESIDENCE - NIGHT

Cluttered in the way every 20-something-year-olds room is, 
posters for ALL TIME LOW and diagrams of EXOTIC FLOWERS on 
the walls ... AARON and LEONELLA asleep ...  AARON stirs. His 
PHONE buzzes. 

LEONELLA
Hmmm ... What is it?

AARON
Nothing, babe. The alarm system at 
The Garden has gone off.

AARON slips into his shoes. 

LEONELLA
It's probably just a squirrel. 

AARON
You know how much damage a squirrel 
can do?  

EXT. THE GARDEN - NIGHT

ANIR walks the rows of ROSES, runs his hands over their 
petals ... The small ALARM SYSTEM whirls in the MAIN OFFICE. 
ANIR removes his FEDORA, leaves it on a BRANCH ... Over his 
head we see a glowing RED HALO.

ANIR looks up, just as AARON enters the OFFICE and SWITCHES 
off the ALARM ... AARON spots ANIR. 
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AARON
Sir, can I help you with something? 

ANIR
Yes, you absolutely can.

EXT. STREET, THE GARDEN - SAME TIME

As their CAR skids to a stop, JAKE and ROSIE leap out, run 
into THE GARDEN.

INT. THE GARDEN - CONTINUOUS

ROSIE raises the BAT and edges forward. JAKE picks up a 
SHOVEL. They spot ANIR ... AARON kneels by his side.

ANIR
I -- I just want the world to start 
speaking from the heart, what's 
wrong with that? I knew I loved you 
the moment I saw you, Rosie. 

JAKE
Let him go. Aaron's got nothing to 
do with this -- I'm the one you 
want to hurt.

ANIR
This isn't about hurting anyone. 
It's about freeing them.  

ANIR pulls the BOTTLE of MUMBO-JUMBO from his JACKET. 

ANIR (CONT’D)
Bottoms up. 

ANIR begins to drink the glowing liquid. NEON SMOKE emerges 
from his ears. Once the BOTTLE is empty, he drops it like a 
microphone ... JAKE and ROSIE run to save AARON, but are 
knocked down by an invisible FORCE ... ANIR begins to writhe 
in pain ... His SKIN begins to VIBRATE. A GLOWING PURPLE & 
BLACK SMOKE pours from his EYES and MOUTH. 

The SMOKE collects in the sky, high above The Garden. It 
gradually takes shape... A 40ft TALL FEATURELESS HUMANOID, 
growing in size, casting BLACK LIGHT over The Garden ... 

ANIR touches his RED HALO ... It flickers and EVAPORATES. 

ROSIE
Oh bother.
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JAKE
Please tell me this is where we 
call the Ghostbusters?

ROSIE ignores JAKE ... AARON is frozen on the spot.

AARON
You ... Guys ... Groovy?

ANIR stands, places a HAND on AARON'S shoulder, and whispers 
in AARON'S EAR. AARON'S EYES go white.

ROSIE
NO!

JAKE
LET HIM GO!

ANIR
Anything you want to say? 

AARON thinks for a long, long moment.

AARON
Hey Mrs. Brooks... You look really 
nice today. Mr. Books has been a 
grump ever since you left.

JAKE laughs ... ROSIE joins in. ANIR goes pale. 

ROSIE
Maybe this won't be so bad. 

ANIR looks across The Garden ... Spots a COUPLE walking on 
the street ... He EXHALES a BREATH of SMOKE towards them.

We can't hear what they say, but we know it's bad. They 
immediately begin yelling ... The fighting gets physical. 

ROSIE (CONT’D)
I take that back.

JAKE
Is that what you want?

ANIR studies the COUPLE as they CLAW one another. 

ANIR
But they're free ... No more lies. 

ROSIE
Does that look like freedom? 

ANIR turns to JAKE. BREATHES in deep. 
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ANIR
Time to hear what your heart has to 
say. 

ANIR EXHALES. His BREATH of SMOKE winds towards JAKE, but 
ROSIE pushes him out of the way. ... ROSIE'S EYES go WHITE. 

JAKE
Rosie, Rosie look at me, please. 
ANIR. WHAT HAVE YOU DONE?

ROSIE
I love you, Jake. 

JAKE holds ROSIE. She pushes him away. Becomes FROZEN on the 
spot. 

ROSIE (CONT’D)
But when I was offered an extremely 
dangerous job hunting escaped 
demons I said yes without a 
moment's hesitation. I needed more 
excitement in my life. I wish we 
could have travelled more. I wish 
we had adopted. I wish Henry had of 
made it. 

JAKE'S a mess. 

ANIR
Henry? Who's Henry?

JAKE
He was our son. He almost made it. 
Just...  The little guy got sick. 
After that, things changed. I grew 
distant, we both worked too much. 
She would have been a great Mom. 
You ever carried a coffin smaller 
than your arm? Heaviest damn thing 
in the entire world.

ANIR is ... Moved. 

AARON
Rosie would have made a great Mom. 

The 140ft GLOWING HUMANOID above them has finished taking 
SHAPE. 

JAKE
(to ANIR)

You fell in love with with the idea 
of being loved.

(MORE)
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JAKE (CONT’D)
But you didn't love Rosie. You 
don't know a goddamned thing about 
her. Truth is, when you get to live 
as long as I have, you realize 
we’re all rotten. But love, love 
gives us a reason to be good. 
Reason to wake up every day and 
make someone smile. Love doesn’t 
make sense. It’s illogical.  But 
it’s everything we got. Rosie, I'm 
sorry. I was too comfortable, I 
should have fought harder to get 
over my fears for you.

ROSIE
I don't regret a single thing. 

ANIR looks to ROSIE.

ANIR
Did we ever have a chance?

ROSIE
... No.

ANIR crumbles ... Misty eyed. JAKE looks to the BASEBALL BAT, 
but decides not to pick it up, instead sits next to him.

JAKE
You got your heart broken. It ain't 
fun. But you get back out there. 
They got websites now, if you can 
figure out a computer. Sit down, 
make a profile, computer does it 
all for you, matches you. 
Apparently.

ANIR
Really?

JAKE
Oh yeah, it's all the rage right 
now.

The ROAR of SONIC BOOM shakes JAKE from his emotional state. 

The 140ft HUMANOID has extended its ARMS, and from its PALMS 
emerge MINI versions of the HUMANOID...

FROM ABOVE: The MINI-HUMANOIDS land on the STREET and run in 
different directions. As they run, each HUMANOID begins to 
SPLIT, MULTIPLYING into TWO, then FOUR, then EIGHT, 
SIXTEEN...
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JAKE (CONT’D)
Buddy, what in the name of all that 
is good is happening?

ANIR
This was my backup plan. Summon a 
Shadow to send out an infinite 
amount of mini-shadows.

JAKE
Okay but what does that mean?

ANIR
Each of those little guys will find 
a soul and set it free. Adorable, 
aren't they? 

EXT. STREET, THE GARDEN - SAME TIME

A JOGGER is set upon by a HUMANOID. Their EYES go WHITE. Then 
RED. They go FERAL and run up to the COUPLE who are still 
FIGHTING ... And begins to FIGHT THEM.

A TAXI pulls up ... TERRY with SAMMY OH and the FIVE teenage 
DAEMONS get out of the car. 

SEVEN MINI-HUMANOIDS leap onto them and FUSE with their 
SOULS...

Their EYES go RED.

SAMMY OH and his LOST LADS begin to thrash and fight.

INT. THE GARDEN - SAME TIME

JAKE watches the fracas grow. MORE and MORE join the MELEE. 

ANIR
Well that's not supposed to happen. 

JAKE
You can stop this. 

ANIR
"I can stop this..." 

ROSIE and AARON'S EYES begin to turn RED ... Their souls 
turning. 
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JAKE
Please, Anir. Don’t hurt Rosie. 
She’s my best friend. She’s my 
everything. 

ANIR sees the LOVE in JAKE'S EYES. 

ANIR
Rosie. Why do you love Jake?

ROSIE
(still under the TRUTH 
SPELL)

He's kind. And warm. And a good 
man. He goes out of his way to help 
others. He doesn't seek out fights. 
He's my hero and I love him.

ANIR weeps ... The MINI-HUMANOIDS continues to spew forth 
from the HUMANOID above. 

ANIR stands ... Grabs the BOTTLE of MUMBO-JUMBO and drinks 
the FINAL DROPS. 

He EXHALES a BREATHE of SMOKE. It reaches ROSIE... And then 
dissipates. ANIR breaks into a coughing fit. ROSIE'S EYES 
return to normal ... But AARON is now frozen in place, EYES 
RED, SEETHING with RAGE.

JAKE
Why didn't he change back?

ANIR
I ... I don't know.

ANIR looks up at his creation, the 140ft HUMANOID, and tries 
to EXHALE more SMOKE ... But can't. 

ANIR (CONT’D)
Okay... So good news and bad news. 
Bad news, maybe I can't fix this.

ROSIE grabs the BASEBALL BAT and lunges for ANIR. JAKE stops 
her. 

ROSIE
ANIR, YOU ARE A MONGREL GUARDIAN 
ASSHOLE --

JAKE
Hold up, whoa whoa whoa -- Hear him 
out. 
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ANIR
Hey now, watch where you point that 
thing. So, maybe, maybe now, I 
recognize, this was not the best 
way to deal with my emotions. I'm a 
big enough Angel to admit that. 

JAKE
Get to the point, slick. 

ANIR
I'm a good guy now! Yay! Right? No 
more meddling with the hearts and 
minds of men & women for me --

ROSIE approaches, raises the BAT ...

ROSIE
Five-four-three-two -- 

ANIR
Okay okay -- Bad news is I can't 
stop it! Honest! Cross my heart!

Another SONIC BOOM They all gaze up at the HUMANOID ... It's 
GROWING, now 200ft. 

ROSIE
You are such a TWIT. 

ANIR
Now is not the time for name 
calling.

JAKE
How can it be stopped?

ANIR
Oh it can't. Yeah even if had 
another bottle of Mumbo-Jumbo I 
couldn't stop it. Short of knocking 
its head off, we're screwed. 

ROSIE
Fffffffudge.

ANIR
Would be great right now, got any? 
Yeah, really screwed this one up.

JAKE
I've got an idea.
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INT. STREET, THE GARDEN - CONTINUOUS

ANIR and JAKE pile into the CAR. 

ROSIE
One second! I've always one of 
these...

ROSIE sprints past the LOST LAD DEMONS and grabs one of their 
enchanted HERMES HANDBAGS before bee-lining to the car. 

She leaps in the driver's seat, spins the car around ... 
Burns rubber and drives like a bat out of hell avoiding the 
MINI-HUMANOIDS

INT. RUNWAY, LOCAL AIRPORT - NIGHT

The CAR busts through a WIRE GATE ... Comes to a stop by a 
small CESSNA –– five seater propeller plane. ANIR leaps out 
of the CAR as a SECURITY GUARD approaches. 

SECURITY GUARD
YO! FREEZE!

ANIR
We're here to save the world so ... 
Go take a nap.

SECURITY GUARD
Make yourself at home.

SECURITY GUARD drops to the ground, begins to SLEEP. ROSIE 
shoots ANIR a look. 

ANIR
Okay, okay. No more meddling with 
the hearts and minds of mortals 
starting from... Now.

JAKE rushes around the CESSNA and does a pre-flight check. He 
kicks away the WHEEL WEDGES. 

ROSIE
Are you sure?

JAKE
It's only flying. Up, down, bank 
left and right. Same principles. 
Gravity hasn't changed since the 
forties, right? 

ROSIE and ANIR look to each other, unsure, decide reassuring 
him is the best course of action.
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ROSIE
Unless the Shadow's ectoplasm 
goes quantum -- We're fine, 
not a worry in the world.

ANIR
The Shadow shouldn't 
interfere with time-space 
unless no I think it's fine?

INT. PLANE - CONTINUOUS

JAKE leaps into the COCKPIT ... Examines at the instruments. 
He HEARS the sounds of his nightmares return -- anti-aircraft 
guns. Steel crushing against earth. Deep breathes ... Rosie 
needs you to be strong ... He rallies. 

ROSIE places a hand on his. She believes in him, and that's 
enough to get them through anything.

ANIR jumps into the cramped CABIN behind the COCKPIT. 

ANIR
Any chance of a drink service? 
Little G & T for the nerves?

JAKE presses down on a PEDAL ... The PLANE lunges BACKWARDS, 
in REVERSE. 

JAKE
Whoopsie daisy... Which way is up 
again? Let's try that again.

ANIR
Oh God oh God we're all going to 
die. 

JAKE shifts the GEARS and the PLANE moves FORWARD ... It's 
all instinct, but it's all they've got ... JAKE pulls on his 
CANS (headphones) ... The others follow suit. 

JAKE
(to RADIO)

Tower this is... An emergency. I 
need the air and I need it now.

JAKE winks at ROSIE ... The PLANE veers onto the RUNWAY and 
picks up speed. 

JAKE (CONT’D)
Did you know most accidents happen 
during take-off and landing? 

ANIR
I'd like to get out now, please.

ROSIE grips ANIR, stops him before he can open the SIDE-DOOR. 
JAKE feels out the LEVERS. Finds the THROTTLE. 
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JAKE
Here we go. 

The PLANE takes off ...Dog tailing for a moment ... Lurches 
down ... Then UP! We're airborne. JAKE taps the FUEL GAUGE; 
Full Tank. 

JAKE (CONT’D)
Never took you flying, did I? 

ROSIE
First time for everything. 

The LANDING GEARS successfully retreat into the fuselage.  
JAKE sets a bearing -- Straight above the HUMANOID.

Below them the city streets swarm with chaos ... Fires break-
out ... The anarchy is spreading, fast. 

ROSIE (CONT’D)
So here's what I'm thinking. Get me 
above it... 

ROSIE climbs into the MAIN CABIN of the PLANE. She pulls the 
BASEBALL BAT from her HANDBAG and sets it aside ... Then 
pulls out one of the enchanted HADES HANDBAGS, elated. 

ROSIE (CONT’D)
This handbag is a direct line to 
The Downside. Get me close enough 
and I'll turn this bag into a 
vacuum -- The Shadow will . We suck 
it down, We only get one shot at 
this. 

JAKE
Are you sure this will work?

ROSIE looks to the BAT. 

ROSIE
I've never used it on a demon this 
big before. 

The PLANE SHUDDERS. WINDS lash the plane. JAKE white-knuckles 
the YOKE. 

The electrical systems go HAYWIRE as BOLTS of LIGHTENING 
begin to CRACK around the PLANE.
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EXT. STREET, CAMPOS RESIDENCE - SAME TIME

A MINI-HUMANOID sprints down the STREET. It splits into TWO, 
FOUR, ETC ... One beelines straight for the CAMPOS HOUSE. It 
leaps through a CRACK in the FENCE.

INT. CAMPOS RESIDENCE - CONTINUOUS

The MINI-HUMAN squeezes through an open WINDOW and lands on a 
pile of LAUNDRY ... It picks itself up and runs ... 

INT. BEDROOM, BROOK'S RESIDENCE – CONTINUOUS

LEONELLA looks to her PHONE ... 12:31 PM. She roles over and 
sees the empty space next to her. She dials AARON'S number as 
... The MINI-HUMANOID rushes into her room.

EXT. THE GARDEN - SAME TIME

AARON watches, FROZEN IN PLACE ... The MELEE grows to include 
ten more people ... His PHONE rings ... With all his might he 
moves an inch, then another inch ... He BREAKS free of his 
FROZEN STATE, grabs the SHOVEL ... 

Rushes into the GRAND MELEE out on the street ... SAMMY OH is 
throwing punches left and right ... The teenage DEMONS angsty 
and not afraid of anyone ... Only a matter of time before the 
injuries get serious. 

INT. PLANE - SAME TIME

JAKE banks the CESSNA, narrowly avoids a BOLT of LIGHTNING. 

JAKE
THIS WAS A HORRIBLE IDEA. 

The PLANE circle above the HUMANOID'S gigantic HEAD. ROSIE 
opens the DOOR to a PLANE. WIND whips through the CABIN. 

ROSIE
All this time you could've 
whispered in my ear that I had to 
fall in love with you. 

ANIR
Yeah. Yeah I could have. 

ROSIE
Why didn't you?
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ANIR
Cause you have a good soul. Deep 
down I guess I knew I was no good 
for you. You never have to forgive 
me, and I won't forgive myself ... 
I'm sorry, Rosie, really.

ROSIE slaps ANIR, shoots him a look, you're a dick. The PLANE 
lurches, rocked violently by a GUST of WIND ... ROSIE grips 
JAKE.

JAKE
Love you, Rosie-girl. 

ROSIE
Love you, Jakey-boy.

ANIR looks at the tender moment ... JAKE & ROSIE steal a 
KISS. Soul mates. In love. 

ANIR wipes a tear from his eye and ... snatches the BAT from 
ROSIE! Presses the RED BUTTON on the HILT of the BAT. 

ROSIE (CONT’D)
What are you doing?

ANIR begins to burn up. GOLD CRACKS appear over his HANDS. 
The BAT begins to glow RED, smoking UP.

ANIR
What I shoulda done a long time 
ago. Adios, lovebirds. You make me 
sick.

ANIR leaps OUT of the PLANE and JAKE pulls back on the PROP

EXT. 10,000 FEET ABOVE THE GARDEN

The PLANE thunders upwards, gaining altitude as ... ANIR 
plummets through CLOUDS ... LIGHTNING explodes around him. 

ANIR
I'M IN SO MUCH PAIN BUT THIS IS 
AWESOME. 

The gigantic HUMANOID moves, looking at up it's creator ... 
It moves to SHIELD itself, but its too late.

ANIR'S BODY burns up into a STREAK of GOLD EMBERS as the 
BASEBALL BAT connects with the HEAD of the HUMANOID.

A brilliant FLASH of PURPLE LIGHT surges through the SKY ... 
The PLANE rattles and is enveloped entirely by the light.
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EXT. THE GARDEN - SAME TIME

PURPLE LIGHT bathes the MELEE ... The group of FIGHTERS stop

pummeling one another instantly ... SAMMY OH looks up. His 
eyes return to normal, as

do the others.

AARON looks at the SHOVEL in his HANDS. The group of FIGHTERS 
-- plus SAMMY OH and the DEMONS --- look at AARON. He smiles, 
whistles, nonchalantly wanders back to The Garden as if 
nothing happened. 

AARON checks his PHONE.

INT. CAMPOS RESIDENCE - NIGHT

AARON sprints through the house, towards LEONELLA who wipes 
sleep from her eyes ...

LEONELLA
I had the weirdest dream... 

AARON
No kidding. 

They collapse into bed, side by side, safe. 

LEONELLA
Was it a squirrel?

AARON
Nope. Some rogue Guardian Angel 
trying to turn the whole world mad. 

LEONELLA
Mmm. Tell me in the morning.

EXT. BEAUTIFUL BEACH - DAWN

The PLANE rests on the sands of brilliant beach. ROSIE stands 
with her FEET in the WATER. JAKE finishes packing SAND under 
the WHEELS to ensure it doesn't roll away.

He walk to ROSIE'S side.

JAKE
How long we got?
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ROSIE looks over her shoulder. On a far off RIDGE, thre good 
GUARDIAN ANGELS, including ROSIE'S BOSS VALIA ... Wait to 
take ROSIE back. 

ROSIE
About a minute.

The calm waters lap at their ankles.

JAKE
Henry?

ROSIE
Pianist at a bar in The Upside.

Popular. Spitting image of you. JAKE'S filled with pride.

ROSIE (CONT’D)
Any other questions?

JAKE
Only about a million.

JAKE pulls ROSIE into a passionate, make-you-go-weak-at-the 
knees KISS. They return to their older age version of 
themselves ... The brilliant sun rises over the ocean. 

PRE-LAP: WILSON PICKETT'S "LAND OF 1000 DANCES"

INT. BEDROOM, BROOK'S RESIDENCE – DAWN

The faded, sepia-toned WEDDING PHOTO of JAKE & ROSIE BROOKS.

Love.

END CREDITS ROLL

PRE-LAP: The ALARM CLOCK blares.

POST CREDITS SCENE

INT. BEDROOM, BROOK'S RESIDENCE – DAWN

A YOUNG HAND slaps the ALARM CLOCK. YOUNG FEET slide into 
slippers.

JAKE shuffles past a mirror and does a double-take ... He's 
YOUNG AGAIN! Feels his face ... Studies his hands. 
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INT. KITCHEN, BROOK'S RESIDENCE - CONTINUOUS

DAPHNE the witch packs up her kit.

JAKE
Mornin' Daphne. Coffee?

DAPHNE
Already put a pot on. 

JAKE
Any idea what it is this time?

DAPHNE
Nobody tells me nothing.

JAKE'S ears perk up, he hears whistling coming from the 
bathroom.

INT. BATHROOM, BROOK'S RESIDENCE - CONTINUOUS

JAKE opens the door sheepishly but freezes ... He spots 
clothes on the floor ... An expensive, ornate suit ... A 
FEDORA ... 

JAKE
What in the name of...

ANIR pulls back the SHOWER CURTAIN. 

ANIR
Pal! Love the slippers, where can I 
get a pair? Hey, so look, it's 
about our number one girl. Rosie's 
run into some trouble with her 
folks Down Under. Hand me a towel?

JAKE
What kind of trouble?

ANIR
Kind two horns and a pointy tail. 
Road trip?

JAKE, sighs, throws a TOWEL ... TOWEL covers screen and we

SNAP TO BLACK. 

TITLE ON SCREEN: 

      Rosie, Jake, Aaron, and Anir will return in...

DEARLY CLEARLY


